


1001 Curious Coins
The adventurers have spent days exploring the rugged lands on the far side of Deggur Pass, following clues on a half-
burned map they found in an earlier treasure. Somewhere there, according to the map, is where the long-ago bandit 
chieftain Crannok hid the loot from a huge merchant caravan before he fell off a cliff escaping the Duke's soldiers. For 
over two hundred years, Crannok's lost treasure has been the stuff of tavern tales. So they search.

GM: Those goblins you that ambushed you, to their regret, didn't have much treasure. Some rusty weapons, mostly, and a
handful of copper coins, pretty pebbles, and bits of junk.

Garin: I'm starting to think that Crannok was never real.

Kalthros: I'm starting to think that I'm not real. Let's look through this stuff and get moving.

Party Leader: We'll check the pretty rocks for magic while Garin is checks out the coins.

GM: There's nothing special about them. And aside from the coins, everything else is junk.

Garin: What do those coins look like?

GM: They're medium-sized, round copper coins. There's a crown on the front and a dragon on the back. Around the 
circumference on front is the name Tamatac the Great.

Lyry: The Great? Didn't everyone call him Tamatac the Fat?

Kalthros: Wait … Tamatac? I know that name. (closes his eyes for a moment, thinking) He was king when Crannok hid 
the treasure. Those goblins had to have found the coins somewhere nearby.

Jarmak: We must be getting close! And hey, can I have one of those coins? They must be lucky!

This is a list of descriptions of  coins of all types. Here are coins of all sizes, shapes, and descriptions. If you're tired 
of identical copper, silver, and gold pieces, with nothing to distinguish them but the name, if all your coins are the 
same, here are 1001 that are most definitely not!

These descriptions list the size and shape of each coin, the type of metal it is made of, and when it was minted. 
Some of them have other attributes, such as being of interest to collectors, having some minor magic, or even being 
illegal to possess in some places. Some of them are counterfeit, making them illegal in a different and even more 
dangerous way. They can be handy for determining the age and origin of a hoard; it cannot, after all, be older than 
the newest coin. They can be used to give clues to things, such as our adventurers' coins from Tamatac's day, or 
perhaps dark elven coins in the possession of a spy.

Finding a collector who will pay a high price for some rare coin, or dealing with charges of counterfeiting after 
inadvertently trying to pass a bogus coin, can be adventures in themselves. The origin of some unfamiliar coin is a 
perfect hook to hang an adventure on.

The values assume a monetary system of powers of 10, where 10 CP make a SP, 10 SP make a GP, etc. Bits are tin
bits, a tenth of a copper coin. You will probably want to change the values around as necessary to match the system
in your game.

To use this list, you can either start at the top of the list and use them in order, roll three different colors of d10 
(treating 10 as 0), or just pick something that strikes your fancy, or matches the coin you need for a treasure. For 
random use, you will probably only want to change the names of the kings, of course, and give the countries names.
For game preparation, you may want to select from the coins given to quickly set up monetary systems for entire 
countries past and present.

These items were created using our program TableMaster, available at your friendly local game store (tell them to inquire about trade 
discounts), or on the Wintertree Software website if your FLGS absolutely will not special-order it for you. The table that created them 
was modified from one in Fantasy Table Pack 2.
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1001 Curious Coins
1: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Tamatac the Fat, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts a crown and the back, a dragon. It is worth 1 CP.

2: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Amverrethia the Unlucky, the 
former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Amverrethia and the back, a horse. It is worn, which 
reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 4 SP.

3: This is a small, crescent-shaped silver coin. It dates to the reign of Denask the Terrible, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts King Denask and the back, a deity. It is worth 3 CP. Possessing this coin is a 
crime in some places..

4: This is a tiny, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Marphomas X, the former ruler of a neighboring country. 
The face depicts King Marphomas and the back, Queen Consort Raververrethisa. It is worth 3 CP. It is 10% more 
valuable to residents of that kingdom because Marphomas is a legendary hero there.

5: This is a large, round platinum coin. It is from the reign of Valkis the Unready, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts a national emblem and the back, a 5-pointed star. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is 
worth 11 GP.

6: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Ramas VI, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a dog and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It is worth 2 CP. In addition, it is 50% more 
valuable to residents of that kingdom because Ramas is considered a legendary hero there.

7: This is a medium-sized, crescent-shaped platinum coin. It is from the reign of Daren the Mighty, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts King Daren and the back, a crescent moon. It is worth 5 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as 
much as 40 GP to certain collectors.

8: This is a tiny, round silver coin with an octagonal hole in the center. It dates to the reign of Artacia the Elder, a 
former ruler of this country. The face depicts Queen Artacia and the back, a crown. It is worth 3 CP.

9: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Ankisia the Fat, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Queen Ankisia and the back, a bull. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 1 CP.

10: This is a small, irregularly shaped silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Alratac the Fat, the former ruler of
a neighboring country. The face depicts King Alratac and the back, a dragon. It is worth 7 CP. It is 200% more 
valuable to residents of that kingdom because Alratac is considered a legendary hero there.

11: This is a medium-sized, wedge-shaped bronze coin. It is from the reign of Dadadeaskisa VIII, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts Queen Dadadeaskisa and the back, Prince Consort Anmas. It is worth 1 CP. It is 90% 
more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Dadadeaskisa is a legendary heroine there.

12: This is a huge, round copper coin. It is from the reign of Danadertac the Bald, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts King Danadertac and the back, Queen Consort Daricia. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 2 CP.

13: This is a tiny, oval silver coin. It dates to the reign of Daverraskia the Black, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts a cat and the back, a castle. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is worth 3 CP. In addition,
possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

14: This is a tiny, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Anriren the Grim, a former ruler of this country. 



The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a pair of crossed weapons. It is worth 3 CP. Possessing this coin 
is a crime in some places..

15: This is a huge, hexagonal bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Denreth the Brave, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts a sun and the back, a sphinx. It is worth 4 CP.

16: This is a tiny, oval iron coin. It is from the reign of Ramthramon the Lawgiver, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts King Ramthramon and the back, a sun. It is worth 1 CP.

17: This is a tiny, round bronze coin with a square hole in the center. It was minted during the reign of Althrathara the
Grim, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts Queen Althrathara and the back, a crown. It is worth 1 CP.

18: This is a small, hexagonal silver coin with a round hole in the center. It was minted during the reign of Madertac 
the Great, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Madertac and the back, a heraldic eagle. It is worth 6 
CP.

19: This is a huge, crescent-shaped silver coin. It dates to the reign of Mimas the Fat, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts King Mimas and the back, a sun. It is worth 2 SP.

20: This is a large, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Dennamas the Great, the former ruler of a 
lost kingdom. The face depicts a mythical hero and the back, a sailing ship. It is worth 2 GP.

21: This is a huge, octagonal mithril coin. It is from the reign of Miphoraskisa VII, the former ruler of a distant land. 
The face depicts Prince Consort Maask and the back, a mythical hero. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat.
It is worth 64 GP. In addition, possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

22: This is a large, round copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Daphokosia the Great, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Daphokosia and the back, Prince Consort Arnaphorask. It is worth 2 
CP.

23: This is a huge, oval copper coin. It is from the reign of Andathas the Great, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts King Andathas and the back, Queen Consort Rarenisa. It is worth 3 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much 
as 7 GP to certain collectors.

24: This is a large, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Amthraros the Just, the former ruler of a distant land. 
The face depicts Queen Consort Ramricia and the back, a crocodile. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It
is worth 6 SP.

25: This is a large, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Denmarrask the Mighty, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a laurel wreath. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It 
is worth 1 SP. In addition, possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

26: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Denraric the Red, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts King Denraric and the back, Queen Consort Demarmonia. It is worth 1 SP.

27: This is a tiny, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Anmas the Victorious, the former ruler of a distant land. The
face depicts King Anmas and the back, a bull. It is worth 3 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 10 GP to certain 
collectors.

28: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Karamas the Bald, the former ruler of
a lost kingdom. The face depicts a crown and the back, a monkey. It is worth 2 SP. It is 70% more valuable to 
residents of that kingdom because Karamas is considered a legendary hero there.

29: This is a tiny, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Mideaskisa the Valiant, the former ruler of a neighboring 



country. The face depicts Queen Mideaskisa and the back, a crown. It is worth 1 CP.

30: This is a large, round gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Mimarraskisa the Younger, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Mimarraskisa and the back, a deity. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 1 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 5 GP to certain collectors.

31: This is a medium-sized, 13-sided platinum coin. It dates to the reign of Dakos the Terrible, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts King Dakos and the back, a scenic landscape. It is worth 10 GP. It is a rare coin, worth
as much as 60 GP to certain collectors.

32: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Kaphoric the Ambitious, the former 
ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts King Kaphoric and the back, Queen Consort Althara. It is worth 1 SP.
It is a rare coin, worth as much as 1 GP to certain collectors.

33: This is a large, round gold coin with a star-shaped hole in the center. It dates to the reign of Amkis the Younger, a
former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Amkis and the back, a crown. It is worth 2 GP.

34: This is a tiny, round copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Kaditacia the Ambitious, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Kaditacia and the back, Prince Consort Valkis. It is very worn, which 
greatly reduces its value. It was minted at a time when coins were heavily debased. It is worth 5 bits.

35: This is a large, 9-sided silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Marnarmona the Confessor, a former ruler of
this country. The face depicts Queen Marnarmona and the back, a deity. It is worth 1 SP. Possessing this coin is a 
crime in some places..

36: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin. It dates to the reign of Taric the Victorious, a former ruler of this country.
The face depicts King Taric and the back, Queen Consort Ramthramonia. It is worth 1 GP.

37: This is a medium-sized, square adamantium coin, set with 7 small amethysts, with a square hole in the center. It 
dates to the reign of Mithasisa the Brave, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts a horse and the back, a 
crown. It is worth 200 GP. It is 130% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Mithasisa is considered a 
legendary heroine there.

38: This is a tiny, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Alderverric the Glorious, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Alderverric and the back, a deity. It is worth 3 CP.

39: This is a small, square copper coin. It dates to the reign of Deriphoros the Victorious, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts a sun and the back, a frog. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 1 CP.
It is a rare coin, worth as much as 8 GP to certain collectors.

40: This is a medium-sized, round platinum coin. It dates to the reign of Ramtac the Handsome, the former ruler of a
neighboring country. The face depicts King Ramtac and the back, a cat. It is worth 10 GP. It is 80% more valuable to 
residents of that kingdom because Ramtac is considered a legendary hero there.

41: This is a small, round gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Alphorenia the Great, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Alphorenia and the back, Prince Consort Rammas. It is worth 7 SP.

42: This is a medium-sized, round mithril coin. It was minted during the reign of Denthraric the Victorious, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a wheel. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 22 GP.

43: This is a tiny, round mithril coin. It dates to the reign of Dekis the Mad, the former ruler of a neighboring country. 
The face depicts King Dekis and the back, Queen Consort Maarrenisa. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 7 GP. In addition, possessing this coin is a crime in some places..



44: This is a tiny, round mithril coin with a square hole in the center. It dates to the reign of Valtaca the Victorious, a 
former ruler of this country. The face depicts Prince Consort Tamarmon and the back, a pine tree. It is very worn, 
which greatly reduces its value. It is worth 7 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 35 GP to certain collectors.

45: This is a large, round copper coin. It is from the reign of Daphokis the Red, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts King Daphokis and the back, Queen Consort Kadethasa. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. 
It is worth 1 CP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

46: This is a large, crescent-shaped silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Miros the Lawgiver, a former ruler 
of this country. The face depicts King Miros and the back, Queen Consort Rammasisa. It is worth 8 CP. In addition, it
is a rare coin, worth as much as 9 GP to certain collectors.

47: This is a tiny, oval silver coin with a triangular hole in the center. It is from the reign of Arros the Ambitious, a 
former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Arros and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It is worth 4 CP. It is a 
rare coin, worth as much as 8 GP to certain collectors.

48: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Ramditac the Glorious, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts King Ramditac and the back, Queen Consort Radiveraskia. It is worth 1 CP. 
Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

49: This is a small, oval gold coin. It is from the reign of Orrakis the Just, a former ruler of this country. The face 
depicts King Orrakis and the back, a crown. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It was minted at a time 
when coins were heavily debased. It is worth 3 SP.

50: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin. It is from the reign of Arrask the Righteous, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Consort Dearkisisa and the back, a 5-pointed star. It is worth 1 GP.

51: This is a small, 9-sided silver coin. It dates to the reign of Dethar the Terrible, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts King Dethar and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 6 CP.

52: This is a medium-sized, 11-sided copper coin. It dates to the reign of Alrosisa IX, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Alrosisa and the back, Prince Consort Rarathas. It is worth 1 CP.

53: This is a large, round silver coin with a round hole in the center. It was minted during the reign of Ammaaskia the
Cruel, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts Queen Ammaaskia and the back, a national emblem. It is 
worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 1 SP.

54: This is a small, star-shaped copper coin. It is from the reign of Denmasisa IV, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts Queen Denmasisa and the back, Prince Consort Andarask. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 1 CP. In addition, possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

55: This is a medium-sized, crescent-shaped electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Karricia the Victorious, 
the former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Karricia and the back, Prince Consort Marriask. It 
is worth 2 SP.

56: This is a large, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Alrethisa the Lawgiver, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts Queen Alrethisa and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It is worth 2 SP.

57: This is a medium-sized, round platinum coin, set with 3 small moonstones,. It dates to the reign of Armas the 
Lawgiver, the former ruler of a distant land. The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a dragon. It is worn, 
which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 150 GP.

58: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin. It dates to the reign of Daric the Fat, the former ruler of a neighboring 



country. The face depicts King Daric and the back, a sun. It is worth 1 GP. It attracts the attention of vermin.

59: This is a medium-sized, hexagonal mithril coin. It dates to the reign of Alraphothas the Grim, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts a stylized rose and the back, a mythical hero. It is worth 27 GP. It is a rare coin, worth 
as much as 135 GP to certain collectors.

60: This is a small, round mithril coin. It is from the reign of Ramarren the Lawgiver, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Queen Consort Mathasa and the back, a mythical hero. It is worth 20 GP. Possessing this coin is a 
crime in some places..

61: This is a large, round gold coin. It dates to the reign of Devermon the Terrible, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts King Devermon and the back, Queen Consort Dakisia. It is worth 2 GP. It is 50% more valuable to 
residents of that kingdom because Devermon is considered a legendary hero there.

62: This is a large, round gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Altharisa the Bastard, the former ruler of an 
ancient kingdom. The face depicts Prince Consort Dekis and the back, a deity. It is very worn, which greatly reduces 
its value. It is worth 2 GP.

63: This is a large, round gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Anmarrask the Elder, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Anmarrask and the back, Queen Consort Maverrena. It is worth 2 GP.

64: This is a medium-sized, hexagonal silver coin. It is from the reign of Tamon the Black, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts King Tamon and the back, Queen Consort Kadimonia. It is worth 2 SP.

65: This is a small, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Armon the Bald, a former ruler of this country. The face
depicts King Armon and the back, Queen Consort Ramphorosia. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is 
worth 1 CP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

66: This is a medium-sized, hexagonal platinum coin. It was minted during the reign of Mivertac the Black, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts a bull and the back, a mythical hero. It is worth 9 GP.

67: This is a tiny, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Maric the Terrible, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts King Maric and the back, Queen Consort Ardithasisa. It is worth 3 CP. It is 140% more valuable to 
residents of that kingdom because Maric is a legendary hero there.

68: This is a large, octagonal silver coin with a round hole in the center. It is from the reign of Valrakis the Brave, the 
former ruler of a distant land. The face depicts Queen Consort Marthramonia and the back, a sun. It is worth 1 SP. It 
is a rare coin, worth as much as 5 GP to certain collectors.

69: This is a large, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Tatacisa the Terrible, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Tatacisa and the back, a trident. It is worth 8 SP.

70: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Mathraaska the Great, the former 
ruler of a lost kingdom. The face depicts Prince Consort Kamaask and the back, a national emblem. It is very worn, 
which greatly reduces its value. It is worth 2 SP. It is a lucky coin, making the user 15% luckier.

71: This is a small, triangular bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Taverric the Great, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts King Taverric and the back, a snake's head. It is worth 1 CP.

72: This is a tiny, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Dadirosia the Wise, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts Queen Dadirosia and the back, a lion. It is worth 3 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 5
GP to certain collectors.

73: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Ormarmas the Valiant, a former ruler 



of this country. The face depicts King Ormarmas and the back, a dragon. It is worth 1 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as 
much as 7 GP to certain collectors.

74: This is a large, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Daren the Magnificent, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Daren and the back, a monkey. It is worth 2 SP. Possessing this coin is a crime in 
some places..

75: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Dendermarraskia the Brave, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts Queen Dendermarraskia and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It is worth 1 CP.

76: This is a small, round copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Karphomon the Lawgiver, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts a gryphon and the back, a crown. It is worth 1 CP.

77: This is a large, oval gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Ramask the Ambitious, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Consort Almona and the back, a sun. It is worth 2 GP. Possessing this coin is a 
crime in some places..

78: This is a tiny, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Minarric the Younger, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Minarric and the back, Queen Consort Tadekisia. It is worth 2 SP.

79: This is a medium-sized, crescent-shaped adamantium coin. It is from the reign of Takis the Lawgiver, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts Queen Consort Madirosia and the back, a crown. It was minted at a time when
coins were heavily debased. It is worth 6 GP.

80: This is a huge, square mithril coin. It is from the reign of Alarrethisa the Younger, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts Queen Alarrethisa and the back, an eye. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. 
It is worth 135 GP.

81: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Raask the Ambitious, a former ruler 
of this country. The face depicts King Raask and the back, an owl. It is worth 1 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as much 
as 2 GP to certain collectors.

82: This is a small, star-shaped bronze coin. It is from the reign of Taverraskisa V, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts Queen Taverraskisa and the back, Prince Consort Dennartac. It is worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as 
much as 6 GP to certain collectors.

83: This is a medium-sized, round mithril coin. It was minted during the reign of Alphokosia the Unlucky, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts Queen Alphokosia and the back, Prince Consort Ramreth. It is worth 30 GP.

84: This is a small, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Demarren the Ambitious, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts King Demarren and the back, a sun. It is worth 7 CP.

85: This is a huge, triangular silver coin. It is from the reign of Madireth the Valiant, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts King Madireth and the back, an eagle. It was minted at a time when coins were heavily 
debased. It is worth 1 SP.

86: This is a medium-sized, 11-sided mithril coin. It dates to the reign of Arvertac the Younger, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Arvertac and the back, Queen Consort Maphoaskisa. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 21 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 126 GP to certain collectors.

87: This is a small, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Valask the Great, a former ruler of this country. The face 
depicts King Valask and the back, Queen Consort Minamona. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is 
worth 5 CP.



88: This is a large, hexagonal platinum coin. It was minted during the reign of Raric the Unready, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts a wolf and the back, a crown. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is 
worth 10 GP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

89: This is a huge, round platinum coin. It was minted during the reign of Raverthas the Red, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a triton and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 30 GP.

90: This is a large, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Anarmas VII, the former ruler of a distant land. The face 
depicts King Anarmas and the back, Queen Consort Valdedericisa. It is worth 2 SP.

91: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Kardetacisa the Conqueror, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts Queen Kardetacisa and the back, a mythical hero. It is worth 1 CP.

92: This is a tiny, round gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Amverros the Cruel, a former ruler of this country.
The face depicts King Amverros and the back, Queen Consort Arritharisa. It is worth 3 SP. Possessing this coin is a 
crime in some places..

93: This is a medium-sized, octagonal silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Dendamas the Unready, a former
ruler of this country. The face depicts a holy symbol and the back, a centaur. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 7 CP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

94: This is a small, hexagonal platinum coin with a round hole in the center. It was minted during the reign of 
Rathasisa the Cruel, the former ruler of a distant land. The face depicts Queen Rathasisa and the back, Prince 
Consort Karic. It is worth 6 GP. In addition, it is a rare coin, worth as much as 42 GP to certain collectors.

95: This is a small, round silver coin with a square hole in the center. It dates to the reign of Miraricisa the Glorious, 
the former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Miraricisa and the back, Prince Consort Marriask. 
It is worth 7 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 8 GP to certain collectors.

96: This is a large, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Amkosia the Great, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts Queen Amkosia and the back, Prince Consort Ramkis. It is worth 2 SP. It is 90% more valuable to 
residents of that kingdom because Amkosia is considered a legendary heroine there.

97: This is a tiny, crescent-shaped copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Daphotharia the Terrible, the former
ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Daphotharia and the back, Prince Consort Andearreth. It is 
worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 6 GP to certain collectors.

98: This is a huge, triangular silver coin with a square hole in the center. It dates to the reign of Amthas the Younger, 
the former ruler of an ancient kingdom. The face depicts a building and the back, a crown. It is worth 3 SP.

99: This is a medium-sized, octagonal silver coin. It dates to the reign of Miphoraskia the Beautiful, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts Prince Consort Mideask and the back, a sailing ship. It is worth 1 SP.

100: This is a small, hexagonal copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Alnarthasia the Brave, the former ruler 
of a lost kingdom. The face depicts Queen Alnarthasia and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 1 CP.

101: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Alnartacia the Unlucky, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Alnartacia and the back, a crown. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is
worth 1 CP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

102: This is a medium-sized, round iron coin. It dates to the reign of Denthrakis the White, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts King Denthrakis and the back, a dragon. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. 
It is worth 3 CP.



103: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Ratacisa the Valiant, a former ruler 
of this country. The face depicts Queen Ratacisa and the back, a dragon. It is worth 1 SP.

104: This is a large, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Valthas the Righteous, the former ruler of an ancient 
kingdom. The face depicts King Valthas and the back, Queen Consort Valmathara. It appears to be worth 2 SP. it is 
a rare coin, worth as much as 5 GP to certain collectors. Unfortunately, it is only a bad counterfeit, at least 80% likely
to be noticed.

105: This is a huge, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Karthas V, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts King Karthas and the back, Queen Consort Mideaskisa. It is worth 3 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as much
as 4 GP to certain collectors.

106: This is a small, round bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Mamarthas the Victorious, the former ruler of a distant
land. The face depicts King Mamarthas and the back, Queen Consort Maphokosia. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 4 GP to certain collectors.

107: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It is from the reign of Tarareth the Black, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Tarareth and the back, a cluster of 3 feathers. It is worth 1 CP. Possessing this coin is
a crime in some places..

108: This is a small, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Arros the Black, a former ruler of this country. The face 
depicts a mythical hero and the back, a wolf. It is worth 7 CP.

109: This is a medium-sized, oval silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Arphorethisa the Righteous, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts Queen Arphorethisa and the back, Prince Consort Derireth. It is worth 1 SP. 
Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

110: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin. It is from the reign of Anmarthar the Great, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Anmarthar and the back, a feather. It is worth 1 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as
4 GP to certain collectors.

111: This is a large, round mithril coin. It was minted during the reign of Rammarmonisa the Red, the former ruler of 
a distant land. The face depicts a sheaf of grain and the back, a dragon. It is worth 45 GP.

112: This is a small, hexagonal platinum coin. It dates to the reign of Antac the Great, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts King Antac and the back, a mythical hero. It is worth 6 GP.

113: This is a large, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Markos the Black, a former ruler of this country. The face
depicts King Markos and the back, Queen Consort Alkosisa. It is worth 2 SP.

114: This is a large, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Mardamasia the Great, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a wolf. It is worth 2 SP.

115: This is a huge, octagonal electrum coin. It is from the reign of Alnarric VII, the former ruler of an ancient 
kingdom. The face depicts King Alnarric and the back, a dog. It is worth 2 GP.

116: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin. It is from the reign of Karnamas the Red, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Karnamas and the back, Queen Consort Denphothara. It is worth 2 CP. Possessing 
this coin is a crime in some places..

117: This is a small, round iron coin. It is from the reign of Marnardamasa VII, a former ruler of this country. The face
depicts Queen Marnardamasa and the back, Prince Consort Ramrikos. It is worth 1 CP.

118: This is a tiny, round bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Daphorask the White, a former ruler of this 



country. The face depicts King Daphorask and the back, a snake. It is worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as
10 GP to certain collectors.

119: This is a tiny, hexagonal mithril coin. It dates to the reign of Ranamon the Bastard, a former ruler of this country.
The face depicts a mythical hero and the back, a horse. It was minted at a time when coins were heavily debased. It 
is worth 4 GP.

120: This is a huge, round bronze coin with a hexagonal hole in the center. It was minted during the reign of Denthar
the Lawgiver, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts a deity and the back, a snake. It is worth 5 CP. It is a 
rare coin, worth as much as 8 GP to certain collectors.

121: This is a large, round bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Ammarenia the Lawgiver, the former ruler of an 
ancient kingdom. The face depicts Queen Ammarenia and the back, Prince Consort Annareth. It is worth 3 CP. It is a
rare coin, worth as much as 5 GP to certain collectors.

122: This is a small, round iron coin. It is from the reign of Denraskia VIII, a former ruler of this country. The face 
depicts Queen Denraskia and the back, a wolf. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is worth 1 CP. It is a
rare coin, worth as much as 5 GP to certain collectors.

123: This is a huge, round bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Rathas the Bald, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Rathas and the back, Queen Consort Valrenia. It is worth 5 CP. It is a rare coin, worth
as much as 3 GP to certain collectors.

124: This is a large, round gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Alrosisa VI, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts a sun and the back, a sphinx. It is worth 2 GP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

125: This is a medium-sized, round adamantium coin. It dates to the reign of Karica the Confessor, the former ruler 
of a neighboring country. The face depicts a sword and the back, a deity. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 15 GP.

126: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Ardatac the Fat, the former ruler of a
neighboring country. The face depicts King Ardatac and the back, a monkey. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 8 CP.

127: This is a medium-sized, round platinum coin. It is from the reign of Kadatac the Black, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts King Kadatac and the back, Queen Consort Kardirosisa. It is worn, which 
reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 8 GP. It is 50% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Kadatac 
is considered a legendary hero there.

128: This is a huge, round iron coin. It dates to the reign of Amthara the Bastard, the former ruler of a lost kingdom. 
The face depicts Queen Amthara and the back, a sun. It is worth 1 SP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some 
places..

129: This is a large, round bronze coin. It is from the reign of Orriraskisa the Wise, the former ruler of a distant land. 
The face depicts Queen Orriraskisa and the back, Prince Consort Dathraask. It is worth 2 CP. It is a rare coin, worth 
as much as 3 GP to certain collectors.

130: This is a tiny, round mithril coin. It dates to the reign of Annamas the Terrible, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts King Annamas and the back, Queen Consort Oraskisa. It is worth 10 GP.

131: This is a small, hexagonal silver coin. It dates to the reign of Alric VII, a former ruler of this country. The face 
depicts King Alric and the back, Queen Consort Ravermonisa. It was minted at a time when coins were heavily 
debased. It is worth 3 CP.



132: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Aldamon IV, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts King Aldamon and the back, Queen Consort Mithrathara. It is worn, which 
reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 4 SP.

133: This is a small, 11-sided mithril coin. It is from the reign of Amderdaren VII, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts a national emblem and the back, an owl. It is worth 19 GP.

134: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Dararaska the Elder, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts Queen Dararaska and the back, Prince Consort Denask. It is worth 2 SP. It is a rare coin, 
worth as much as 1 GP to certain collectors.

135: This is a medium-sized, half-circular bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Amrarethia the Magnificent, 
the former ruler of a distant land. The face depicts Queen Amrarethia and the back, Prince Consort Dendikis. It is 
very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is worth 1 CP.

136: This is a huge, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Tatharisa the Lawgiver, the former ruler of an ancient 
kingdom. The face depicts Queen Tatharisa and the back, an owl. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is 
worth 3 CP.

137: This is a large, round bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Kaaska the Great, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Kaaska and the back, a mythical hero. It is worth 2 CP.

138: This is a huge, crescent-shaped platinum coin. It is from the reign of Valkisa the Great, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Valkisa and the back, a sheaf of arrows. It is worth 15 GP. Possessing this coin is a
crime in some places..

139: This is a small, square bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Makos the Great, the former ruler of a lost
kingdom. The face depicts King Makos and the back, a crown. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is 
worth 1 CP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

140: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin with a square hole in the center. It dates to the reign of Valkos the 
Black, the former ruler of a distant land. The face depicts King Valkos and the back, a winged horse. It is worth 1 SP.

141: This is a small, round mithril coin. It is from the reign of Rammasisa the Great, the former ruler of a neighboring
country. The face depicts Queen Rammasisa and the back, an octopus. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its 
value. It is worth 15 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 75 GP to certain collectors.

142: This is a huge, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Marphorenia IV, a former ruler of this country.
The face depicts Prince Consort Takis and the back, a wizard's tower. It is worth 3 SP.

143: This is a huge, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Orderos IV, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts King Orderos and the back, a crown. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 1 GP.

144: This is a small, irregularly shaped silver coin. It is from the reign of Radethar the Black, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Radethar and the back, a two-headed eagle. It is worth 7 CP.

145: This is a tiny, triangular electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Karmas the Cruel, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts King Karmas and the back, a crown. It is worth 1 SP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some 
places..

146: This is a tiny, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Aldemona the Glorious, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Queen Aldemona and the back, Prince Consort Anreth. It is worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as 
much as 8 GP to certain collectors.



147: This is a small, hexagonal silver coin. It is from the reign of Valmarren IV, the former ruler of a lost kingdom. 
The face depicts a crocodile and the back, a deity. It is worth 1 SP.

148: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Rammon the Mighty, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts King Rammon and the back, an owl. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 1 GP to certain collectors.

149: This is a huge, round bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Dakisa the Mad, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts Queen Dakisa and the back, a sun. It is worth 5 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 8 GP to certain 
collectors.

150: This is a tiny, hexagonal silver coin. It dates to the reign of Karask the Handsome, a former ruler of this country.
The face depicts King Karask and the back, Queen Consort Mathramasia. It is worth 3 CP.

151: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Marmathasisa the Conqueror, the former ruler 
of a distant land. The face depicts Queen Marmathasisa and the back, Prince Consort Ormarkos. It is worn, which 
reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 8 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 1 GP to certain collectors.

152: This is a large, round gold coin. It is from the reign of Valmarrosisa IX, a former ruler of this country. The face 
depicts Queen Valmarrosisa and the back, Prince Consort Marmon. It is worth 2 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much 
as 14 GP to certain collectors.

153: This is a medium-sized, round platinum coin. It was minted during the reign of Midertacia the Confessor, the 
former ruler of a distant land. The face depicts a sword and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 10 GP. It is a 
rare coin, worth as much as 70 GP to certain collectors.

154: This is a tiny, round electrum coin. It is from the reign of Karderaska II, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts Prince Consort Karric and the back, a sun. It is worth 2 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as much 
as 1 GP to certain collectors.

155: This is a large, triangular silver coin. It is from the reign of Denmon the Confessor, a former ruler of this country.
The face depicts King Denmon and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It is worth 1 SP. Possessing this coin is a 
crime in some places..

156: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Orthas the Black, the former ruler of a distant 
land. The face depicts Queen Consort Marmaaskisa and the back, a horse. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 8 CP.

157: This is a small, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Mavermonia the Mighty, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Prince Consort Tathar and the back, a deity. It is worth 7 CP. It is 90% more valuable to residents of
that kingdom because Mavermonia is a legendary heroine there.

158: This is a large, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Denthasia the Valiant, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Denthasia and the back, Prince Consort Karros. It is worth 2 CP. It is a 
rare coin, worth as much as 10 GP to certain collectors.

159: This is a large, hexagonal platinum coin. It was minted during the reign of Ramnarrask the Lawgiver, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts King Ramnarrask and the back, a crown. It is worth 14 GP.

160: This is a tiny, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Valderkos the Great, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts King Valderkos and the back, a crown. It is worth 2 SP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some 
places..



161: This is a medium-sized, triangular electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Ordimartac the Black, a 
former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Ordimartac and the back, a deity. It is worth 3 SP.

162: This is a small, round mithril coin. It is from the reign of Ramritac the Red, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts King Ramritac and the back, Queen Consort Maphotacia. It is worth 20 GP.

163: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Kardamon the Handsome, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts King Kardamon and the back, a horse. It is worth 1 SP.

164: This is a medium-sized, triangular silver coin. It dates to the reign of Maphophothara the Elder, a former ruler of
this country. The face depicts Queen Maphophothara and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 7 CP. Possessing 
this coin is a crime in some places..

165: This is a small, hexagonal electrum coin with a round hole in the center. It dates to the reign of Karricisa the 
Cruel, the former ruler of an ancient kingdom. The face depicts Queen Karricisa and the back, Prince Consort 
Almas. It is worth 4 SP. It is 140% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Karricisa is a legendary 
heroine there.

166: This is a huge, round electrum coin. It is from the reign of Maros the Black, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts Queen Consort Denrena and the back, a dragon. It is worth 2 GP.

167: This is a medium-sized, 9-sided adamantium coin. It was minted during the reign of Alrena the Unready, a 
former ruler of this country. The face depicts a sun and the back, a stag. It is worth 19 GP.

168: This is a large, round mithril coin. It is from the reign of Dereth the Terrible, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts King Dereth and the back, Queen Consort Ramrataca. It is worth 45 GP.

169: This is a large, round gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Mimon the Terrible, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts a monkey and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 2 GP.

170: This is a small, round silver coin with a round hole in the center. It dates to the reign of Amnamas the Bald, the 
former ruler of a lost kingdom. The face depicts an oak tree and the back, a deity. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 1 SP. It is a lucky coin, making the user 15% luckier.

171: This is a medium-sized, triangular bronze coin. It is from the reign of Anros the Younger, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Anros and the back, Queen Consort Dakosia. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 1 CP. It is 140% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Anros is a legendary 
hero there.

172: This is a medium-sized, triangular silver coin. It dates to the reign of Alritac the Unready, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a heraldic coat of arms and the back, a torch. It is worth 7 CP.

173: This is a large, triangular iron coin. It was minted during the reign of Alvertac the White, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Alvertac and the back, Queen Consort Kaphorenisa. It is worth 2 CP. It is 60% more 
valuable to residents of that kingdom because Alvertac is considered a legendary hero there.

174: This is a medium-sized, hexagonal copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Ramonia the Ambitious, a 
former ruler of this country. The face depicts Queen Ramonia and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 1 CP. It is 
a rare coin, worth as much as 9 GP to certain collectors.

175: This is a tiny, round copper coin with a square hole in the center. It is from the reign of Karritac VI, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts King Karritac and the back, Queen Consort Kardarosa. It is worn, which 
reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 1 CP. It is 110% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Karritac
is a legendary hero there.



176: This is a small, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Karthrataca the Mad, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts Prince Consort Karmarkis and the back, a boar. It is worth 7 CP. It is an unlucky coin, making the user 
10% unluckier.

177: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin. It dates to the reign of Karicia the Lawgiver, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a dragon. It is worth 1 GP.

178: This is a small, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Marnarrena the Mad, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Marnarrena and the back, a national emblem. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 5 CP.

179: This is a huge, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Karaskisa VI, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts Queen Karaskisa and the back, Prince Consort Takos. It is worth 3 CP. In addition, it is 
120% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Karaskisa is a legendary heroine there.

180: This is a medium-sized, hexagonal gold coin with a triangular hole in the center. It dates to the reign of 
Ramphomasia the Righteous, the former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts a dragon and the back, a 
deity. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 7 SP.

181: This is a large, oval mithril coin. It is from the reign of Arrask VI, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts 
a national emblem and the back, an axe. It is worth 50 GP. It is 70% more valuable to residents of that kingdom 
because Arrask is considered a legendary hero there.

182: This is a medium-sized, triangular adamantium coin. It was minted during the reign of Kamarren the Ambitious, 
a former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Kamarren and the back, a sailing ship. It is worth 13 GP. It is a 
rare coin, worth as much as 130 GP to certain collectors.

183: This is a large, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Tariask the Conqueror, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Tariask and the back, Queen Consort Maricia. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 1 SP.

184: This is a huge, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Amnarreth the Victorious, a former ruler of
this country. The face depicts King Amnarreth and the back, a sun. It is worth 2 GP.

185: This is a small, round mithril coin. It is from the reign of Ammas the Bald, a former ruler of this country. The face
depicts King Ammas and the back, Queen Consort Martaca. It appears to be worth 20 GP. it is 200% more valuable 
to residents of that kingdom because Ammas is a legendary hero there. Unfortunately, it is only a good counterfeit, 
30% likely to be spotted.

186: This is a tiny, round adamantium coin. It dates to the reign of Valmon the Glorious, the former ruler of a distant 
land. The face depicts King Valmon and the back, a sheaf of grain. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It 
is worth 5 GP.

187: This is a tiny, round platinum coin. It dates to the reign of Amthar the Black, the former ruler of a distant land. 
The face depicts King Amthar and the back, a goblet. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is worth 2 
GP.

188: This is a large, round adamantium coin. It dates to the reign of Taverkos the Lawgiver, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a heraldic coat of arms and the back, an infant. It is worth 30 GP.

189: This is a medium-sized, shield-shaped electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Arrethia the Victorious, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts Queen Arrethia and the back, a crown. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 3 SP. It is 140% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Arrethia is considered a 



legendary heroine there.

190: This is a large, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Valrithas the Black, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts King Valrithas and the back, a winged horse. It is worth 2 SP.

191: This is a huge, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Orros the Bastard, the former ruler of an ancient 
kingdom. The face depicts King Orros and the back, a deity. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is 
worth 3 CP.

192: This is a huge, wedge-shaped electrum coin. It is from the reign of Kamathar the Elder, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts King Kamathar and the back, a frog. It is worth 1 GP.

193: This is a large, triangular gold coin. It is from the reign of Valdamonisa IX, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts Queen Valdamonisa and the back, Prince Consort Tanathas. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 7 SP.

194: This is a huge, round bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Marthara the Great, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts Queen Marthara and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 5 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 4 
GP to certain collectors.

195: This is a small, square copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Ardarask the Bastard, the former ruler of a
distant land. The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a dog's head. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 1 CP.

196: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Ramthas the Great, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a gryphon and the back, a warhammer. It is worth 1 SP.

197: This is a huge, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Mithraros the Brave, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts King Mithraros and the back, a crown. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is worth 2 SP. 
In addition, possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

198: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin. It is from the reign of Raphoaska the Beautiful, the former ruler of 
an ancient kingdom. The face depicts Queen Raphoaska and the back, a deity. It is worth 2 CP.

199: This is a large, round electrum coin. It is from the reign of Ramas VII, the former ruler of a neighboring country. 
The face depicts King Ramas and the back, a sun. It is worth 8 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 1 GP to 
certain collectors.

200: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin with a square hole in the center. It was minted during the reign of 
Rammardathar the Confessor, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Rammardathar and the back, a 
crown. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 8 SP.

201: This is a medium-sized, round iron coin. It is from the reign of Mamathar VI, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts King Mamathar and the back, Queen Consort Demarkosa. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 2 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 5 GP to certain collectors.

202: This is a huge, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Raric the Younger, the former ruler of a distant land. 
The face depicts a castle and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 3 SP.

203: This is a medium-sized, round adamantium coin. It was minted during the reign of Valmarderraskia the Terrible, 
the former ruler of a distant land. The face depicts Queen Valmarderraskia and the back, Prince Consort Miderkos. It
is worth 20 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 160 GP to certain collectors.

204: This is a small, round mithril coin. It was minted during the reign of Denarrethisa the Grim, the former ruler of a 



neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Denarrethisa and the back, a sun. It is worth 20 GP.

205: This is a large, round electrum coin. It is from the reign of Kamon the Unlucky, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts King Kamon and the back, Queen Consort Ramdakisa. It is worth 8 SP.

206: This is a medium-sized, hexagonal bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Orren the Bastard, the former 
ruler of an ancient kingdom. The face depicts King Orren and the back, Queen Consort Marrethia. It is worn, which 
reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 2 CP.

207: This is a medium-sized, crescent-shaped electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Karrenisa the Brave, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts Queen Karrenisa and the back, Prince Consort Karmas. It is worth 2 SP.

208: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin. It is from the reign of Amtharisa V, the former ruler of an ancient 
kingdom. The face depicts Queen Amtharisa and the back, Prince Consort Anreth. It is worth 2 CP. It is a lucky coin, 
making the user 10% luckier.

209: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Arask the Terrible, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts King Arask and the back, Queen Consort Ramraska. It is worth 1 SP.

210: This is a tiny, round mithril coin. It is from the reign of Marric the Black, the former ruler of a lost kingdom. The 
face depicts King Marric and the back, Queen Consort Ramrikisa. It is worth 20 GP. Possessing this coin is a crime 
in some places..

211: This is a tiny, hexagonal silver coin. It dates to the reign of Arkos the Mighty, the former ruler of a distant land. 
The face depicts a crown and the back, an owl. It is worth 3 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 5 GP to certain 
collectors.

212: This is a small, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Dennatacisa the White, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Queen Dennatacisa and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 1 CP.

213: This is a tiny, round copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Ramdithara VII, a former ruler of this country.
The face depicts Queen Ramdithara and the back, Prince Consort Taverreth. It is worth 1 CP.

214: This is a large, round bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Raphoraros the Black, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts King Raphoraros and the back, a wyvern. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 2 CP.

215: This is a small, half-circular platinum coin. It is from the reign of Karderrosia the Beautiful, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a bull's head and the back, a sun. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is 
worth 2 GP. It is 90% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Karderrosia is a legendary heroine there.

216: This is a huge, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Miric the Lawgiver, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts King Miric and the back, Queen Consort Rammarrosisa. It is worth 3 SP.

217: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Kanamas VII, the former ruler of 
a distant land. The face depicts King Kanamas and the back, a cat. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It 
is worth 4 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 5 GP to certain collectors.

218: This is a huge, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Marphoric the Lawgiver, the former ruler of a distant 
land. The face depicts Queen Consort Markisa and the back, a crown. It is worth 3 SP. It is 130% more valuable to 
residents of that kingdom because Marphoric is considered a legendary hero there.

219: This is a small, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Rathar the White, the former ruler of a lost kingdom. The
face depicts King Rathar and the back, Queen Consort Altharia. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is 



worth 1 SP. It is a lucky coin, making the user 10% luckier.

220: This is a medium-sized, round platinum coin. It dates to the reign of Amros VII, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts a gryphon and the back, a sword. It was minted at a time when coins were heavily debased. It is 
worth 5 GP.

221: This is a huge, crescent-shaped bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Dearkisa VII, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts Queen Dearkisa and the back, Prince Consort Amderros. It is worth 2 CP. It is a rare 
coin, worth as much as 9 GP to certain collectors.

222: This is a large, hexagonal platinum coin. It was minted during the reign of Valdemasisa the Conqueror, the 
former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Valdemasisa and the back, Prince Consort 
Ramnadethar. It is worth 14 GP.

223: This is a large, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Denthraric the Confessor, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts King Denthraric and the back, a ring of 6 fish. It is worth 2 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 10
GP to certain collectors.

224: This is a large, round bronze coin. It is from the reign of Orthrakisa the Grim, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts Queen Orthrakisa and the back, Prince Consort Tathas. It is worth 2 CP.

225: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Anraask V, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts King Anraask and the back, Queen Consort Takisia. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. 
It is worth 4 SP.

226: This is a medium-sized, hexagonal copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Karkis the Younger, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts King Karkis and the back, Queen Consort Mithasia. It is worn, which reduces 
its value somewhat. It is worth 1 CP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

227: This is a tiny, hexagonal mithril coin, set with 2 small golden topazes,. It is from the reign of Amritacisa the 
Grim, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts a sheaf of arrows and the back, a tiger. It is worth 446 GP.

228: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin. It dates to the reign of Amren the Terrible, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts an owl and the back, a feather. It is worth 1 GP.

229: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It is from the reign of Ranataca the Great, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Ranataca and the back, a dog. It is worth 1 CP.

230: This is a small, 12-sided silver coin with a round hole in the center. It was minted during the reign of Datharisa 
the Unlucky, the former ruler of a lost kingdom. The face depicts a heraldic coat of arms and the back, a tiger. It is 
worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 1 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 3 GP to certain 
collectors.

231: This is a tiny, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Almarrask X, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts King Almarrask and the back, Queen Consort Mithrakisia. It is worth 2 SP.

232: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Karthas the Great, the former 
ruler of a lost kingdom. The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a dragon. It is worn, which reduces its 
value somewhat. It is worth 8 SP.

233: This is a medium-sized, irregularly shaped platinum coin. It was minted during the reign of Mardatac VIII, the 
former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts a chariot and the back, a crown. It is worth 10 GP.

234: This is a huge, square copper coin. It is from the reign of Anraska the Terrible, the former ruler of an ancient 



kingdom. The face depicts Queen Anraska and the back, a deity. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is 
worth 3 CP.

235: This is a large, round gold coin. It dates to the reign of Ranathrarask the Magnificent, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a heraldic eagle and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 2 GP. It is a rare coin, worth 
as much as 16 GP to certain collectors.

236: This is a medium-sized, wedge-shaped electrum coin. It is from the reign of Ramric the Lawgiver, the former 
ruler of a distant land. The face depicts a dragon and the back, a bow and arrow. It is worth 4 SP. It is 100% more 
valuable to residents of that kingdom because Ramric is a legendary hero there.

237: This is a medium-sized, square platinum coin. It dates to the reign of Dedederkisa IV, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a building. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. 
It is worth 8 GP.

238: This is a medium-sized, half-circular electrum coin. It is from the reign of Armatac the Wise, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts King Armatac and the back, a sphinx. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It
is worth 2 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 9 GP to certain collectors.

239: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Marrarosa the Black, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Marrarosa and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 1 SP. It is 70% 
more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Marrarosa is a legendary heroine there.

240: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It is from the reign of Althraask the Terrible, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts King Althraask and the back, Queen Consort Mirenia. It is worth 5 SP.

241: This is a huge, crescent-shaped silver coin with a hexagonal hole in the center. It is from the reign of 
Karthrathas the White, the former ruler of a distant land. The face depicts King Karthrathas and the back, Queen 
Consort Aldiditharisa. It is worth 2 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 5 GP to certain collectors.

242: This is a medium-sized, 14-sided copper coin. It dates to the reign of Orrenia the Terrible, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Orrenia and the back, Prince Consort Rarareth. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 1 CP. It is 100% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Orrenia is a legendary 
heroine there.

243: This is a tiny, triangular bronze coin with a round hole in the center. It is from the reign of Ramakos VIII, the 
former ruler of a distant land. The face depicts King Ramakos and the back, a two-headed eagle. It is worth 1 CP. It 
is a rare coin, worth as much as 6 GP to certain collectors.

244: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Dethrathasia the Black, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts an oak tree and the back, a snake. It is worth 1 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as 
much as 4 GP to certain collectors.

245: This is a large, hexagonal adamantium coin. It was minted during the reign of Valritac the Brave, the former 
ruler of a distant land. The face depicts King Valritac and the back, a mythical hero. It is worth 27 GP. It is a rare 
coin, worth as much as 162 GP to certain collectors.

246: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Ormasia the Red, the former 
ruler of a lost kingdom. The face depicts a chariot and the back, a deity. It is worth 1 GP.

247: This is a small, square gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Ankis the Mighty, the former ruler of an 
ancient kingdom. The face depicts King Ankis and the back, a dragon. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. 
It is worth 7 SP.



248: This is a medium-sized, hexagonal mithril coin. It is from the reign of Taric the Grim, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a sun and the back, a frog. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 20 GP.

249: This is a large, round iron coin. It is from the reign of Tamarkisa the Victorious, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Prince Consort Valthramon and the back, a crown. It is worth 3 CP.

250: This is a medium-sized, round mithril coin, set with 4 small fire opals,. It was minted during the reign of 
Manathasia the Unlucky, the former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Manathasia and the 
back, Prince Consort Aldaask. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is worth 1125 GP. Possessing this 
coin is a crime in some places..

251: This is a huge, crescent-shaped silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Orric the Red, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts King Orric and the back, Queen Consort Orrosa. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 1 SP.

252: This is a large, 14-sided iron coin. It was minted during the reign of Dendikos the Cruel, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts a crown and the back, a wolf. It is worth 3 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much 
as 1 GP to certain collectors.

253: This is a huge, round bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Alarrena the Mighty, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Alarrena and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It is worth 5 CP.

254: This is a tiny, triangular platinum coin. It was minted during the reign of Matharisa the Bastard, the former ruler 
of a neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Matharisa and the back, Prince Consort Karreth. It is worth 2 GP.

255: This is a huge, crescent-shaped copper coin. It dates to the reign of Raradaricia the Righteous, the former ruler
of an ancient kingdom. The face depicts Queen Raradaricia and the back, Prince Consort Ramros. It is very worn, 
which greatly reduces its value. It is worth 2 CP. It attracts the attention of undead.

256: This is a large, square copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Alphomakos the Bald, the former ruler of a
neighboring country. The face depicts King Alphomakos and the back, Queen Consort Kaarraskia. It is worth 2 CP. It
is 50% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Alphomakos is considered a legendary hero there.

257: This is a large, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Raderask the Valiant, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts King Raderask and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 2 SP.

258: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Dataca the Elder, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts Prince Consort Aldiros and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It is worth 1 CP. It is a 
rare coin, worth as much as 5 GP to certain collectors.

259: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Valren the Younger, the former ruler 
of a neighboring country. The face depicts King Valren and the back, Queen Consort Ramarricia. It is worth 1 SP. It 
is a rare coin, worth as much as 8 GP to certain collectors.

260: This is a small, round gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Tanarraskia the Unlucky, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Tanarraskia and the back, a scenic landscape. It is worth 7 SP. 
Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

261: This is a small, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Orphomon the White, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts a dragon and the back, a deity. It is worth 3 SP.

262: This is a huge, round gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Demarric VI, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts King Demarric and the back, a national emblem. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its
value. It is worth 4 GP.



263: This is a tiny, round bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Ormas the Ambitious, a former ruler of this country. The
face depicts a heraldic coat of arms and the back, a dog. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 1 
CP.

264: This is a large, round gold coin. It is from the reign of Miartharisa the Victorious, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Queen Miartharisa and the back, a sailing ship. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is 
worth 1 GP. It is 180% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Miartharisa is a legendary heroine there.

265: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Kakis the Mad, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts King Kakis and the back, Queen Consort Martacia. It is worth 2 CP.

266: This is a medium-sized, 10-sided electrum coin. It is from the reign of Rathasia the Righteous, the former ruler 
of a neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Rathasia and the back, a boar. It is worth 5 SP. It is a rare coin, 
worth as much as 7 GP to certain collectors.

267: This is a small, hexagonal silver coin. It dates to the reign of Alrosa VI, the former ruler of a lost kingdom. The 
face depicts Queen Alrosa and the back, Prince Consort Tanamon. It is worth 1 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as much 
as 7 GP to certain collectors.

268: This is a medium-sized, triangular gold coin. It dates to the reign of Armarric the Just, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a gryphon and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 7 SP.

269: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Ordertac the Terrible, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Ordertac and the back, Queen Consort Amdermona. It is worn, which reduces its 
value somewhat. It is worth 8 CP.

270: This is a small, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Ormarmon the Younger, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts King Ormarmon and the back, Queen Consort Mathasisa. It is worth 1 SP. It is a rare 
coin, worth as much as 1 GP to certain collectors.

271: This is a tiny, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Ormamon the Elder, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Ormamon and the back, Queen Consort Ramnarkosia. It is worth 2 SP.

272: This is a small, round bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Dadakisa VI, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts Queen Dadakisa and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It is worth 1 CP. In addition, it is a 
rare coin, worth as much as 10 GP to certain collectors.

273: This is a large, round copper coin. It is from the reign of Amrica the Wise, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts a stag and the back, a laurel wreath. It is worth 2 CP.

274: This is a small, round bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Alartac the Unlucky, a former ruler of this country. The
face depicts King Alartac and the back, Queen Consort Kathasisa. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is
worth 1 CP.

275: This is a tiny, round platinum coin. It was minted during the reign of Denphomasisa the Righteous, the former 
ruler of a lost kingdom. The face depicts Queen Denphomasisa and the back, an octopus. It is worn, which reduces 
its value somewhat. It is worth 5 GP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

276: This is a small, round platinum coin. It dates to the reign of Karkisisa the Cruel, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts a sun and the back, a wizard's tower. It is worth 7 GP.

277: This is a large, round platinum coin. It dates to the reign of Denmarric the Elder, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Consort Dendathasia and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 15 



GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 120 GP to certain collectors.

278: This is a medium-sized, round mithril coin. It dates to the reign of Altac the Bastard, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a gryphon. It is worth 30 GP. Possessing this coin is a 
crime in some places..

279: This is a medium-sized, round iron coin. It is from the reign of Datharisa the Righteous, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Datharisa and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 2 CP. It is a magical coin, 
answering one yes/no question a day when flipped.

280: This is a large, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Ammarakosisa the Fat, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Ammarakosisa and the back, Prince Consort Kathramon. It is worn, which reduces 
its value somewhat. It is worth 1 SP.

281: This is a huge, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Valnamon the Fat, a former ruler of this country. The face
depicts King Valnamon and the back, Queen Consort Tanarkisia. It is worth 3 SP.

282: This is a tiny, round electrum coin. It is from the reign of Karthar the Bald, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts King Karthar and the back, a national emblem. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It was 
minted at a time when coins were heavily debased. It is worth 6 CP.

283: This is a large, square bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Alarrask the Great, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts a mythical hero and the back, a sword. It is worth 2 CP. It is a rare coin, worth 
as much as 8 GP to certain collectors.

284: This is a small, triangular bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Karrataca IX, the former ruler of a distant land. 
The face depicts Queen Karrataca and the back, a sword. It is worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 5 GP 
to certain collectors.

285: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin. It is from the reign of Marderenisa the Red, the former ruler of an 
ancient kingdom. The face depicts a crown and the back, a dragon. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It 
is worth 1 GP.

286: This is a medium-sized, crescent-shaped copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Taphorethisa the Cruel,
a former ruler of this country. The face depicts Queen Taphorethisa and the back, Prince Consort Matac. It is worn, 
which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 1 CP. It is 40% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because 
Taphorethisa is considered a legendary heroine there.

287: This is a large, round silver coin with a round hole in the center. It was minted during the reign of Rammaros 
the Grim, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Rammaros and the back, Queen Consort Arkosa. It is 
worth 2 SP.

288: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Kartacia the Unlucky, the former 
ruler of an ancient kingdom. The face depicts Queen Kartacia and the back, Prince Consort Daverrask. It is worn, 
which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 1 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 10 GP to certain collectors.

289: This is a large, triangular mithril coin. It is from the reign of Taderask the Glorious, the former ruler of a distant 
land. The face depicts King Taderask and the back, a sun. It is worth 30 GP.

290: This is a medium-sized, triangular copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Maphorask the Unready, a 
former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Maphorask and the back, a crown. It is worn, which reduces its 
value somewhat. It is worth 1 CP.

291: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Denkos the Black, a former ruler 



of this country. The face depicts King Denkos and the back, an eye. It is worth 2 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much 
as 2 GP to certain collectors.

292: This is a large, round copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Andathrakosisa the Black, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts Queen Andathrakosisa and the back, a wolf. It is worth 2 CP.

293: This is a medium-sized, triangular silver coin. It is from the reign of Dadirosia IX, the former ruler of an ancient 
kingdom. The face depicts Queen Dadirosia and the back, a mythical hero. It is worth 1 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as
much as 10 GP to certain collectors.

294: This is a small, round gold coin. It is from the reign of Demas the White, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts King Demas and the back, a snake. It is worth 7 SP.

295: This is a large, hexagonal silver coin. It is from the reign of Arric the Terrible, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts King Arric and the back, Queen Consort Derena. It is worth 1 SP.

296: This is a small, star-shaped bronze coin. It is from the reign of Amdathas VIII, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts King Amdathas and the back, a sword. It is worth 1 CP. It is 130% more valuable to 
residents of that kingdom because Amdathas is considered a legendary hero there.

297: This is a tiny, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Amthas the Great, the former ruler of a distant land. The 
face depicts King Amthas and the back, a mythical hero. It is worth 3 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 9 GP to 
certain collectors.

298: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin with a triangular hole in the center. It dates to the reign of Rakos the 
Glorious, the former ruler of a lost kingdom. The face depicts a horse and the back, a feather. It is worth 2 GP. It is a 
rare coin, worth as much as 12 GP to certain collectors.

299: This is a large, round copper coin. It is from the reign of Alraskia the Black, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts Queen Alraskia and the back, a lion. It is worth 2 CP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

300: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Raririkisa the Lawgiver, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Raririkisa and the back, Prince Consort Daderen. It is worn, which reduces its 
value somewhat. It is worth 8 CP.

301: This is a large, square electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Ramdermas the Bastard, a former ruler 
of this country. The face depicts King Ramdermas and the back, Queen Consort Valdatacisa. It was minted at a time
when coins were heavily debased. It is worth 4 SP.

302: This is a large, round gold coin. It is from the reign of Aldikosisa the Lawgiver, the former ruler of an ancient 
kingdom. The face depicts Queen Aldikosisa and the back, Prince Consort Marthrakis. It is worth 2 GP. Possessing 
this coin is a crime in some places..

303: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Alrakis the Grim, the former ruler of a distant 
land. The face depicts a deity and the back, an owl. It is worth 1 SP.

304: This is a medium-sized, irregularly shaped iron coin. It is from the reign of Daraskisa V, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Daraskisa and the back, a crown. It is worth 2 CP.

305: This is a small, round iron coin. It is from the reign of Anthar the Righteous, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts King Anthar and the back, a crown. It is worth 1 CP.

306: This is a medium-sized, oval platinum coin. It is from the reign of Amthrarosisa the Glorious, the former ruler of 
a neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Amthrarosisa and the back, Prince Consort Karthrathar. It is worth 11



GP. It is 180% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Amthrarosisa is a legendary heroine there.

307: This is a small, round electrum coin with an octagonal hole in the center. It dates to the reign of Amrirosia the 
Cruel, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts Prince Consort Marathar and the back, a crown. It is worth 3 
SP.

308: This is a huge, oval bronze coin. It is from the reign of Annamon the Terrible, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts King Annamon and the back, Queen Consort Anriraskia. It is worn, which reduces its value
somewhat. It was minted at a time when coins were heavily debased. It is worth 3 CP.

309: This is a medium-sized, hexagonal silver coin. It dates to the reign of Deaskia the Fat, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a monkey. It is worth 1 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as 
much as 8 GP to certain collectors.

310: This is a large, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Maricia IX, a former ruler of this country. The face 
depicts a lion and the back, a dragon. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 1 SP.

311: This is a tiny, triangular silver coin. It dates to the reign of Amrareth the Cruel, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts King Amrareth and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 2 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as 
much as 4 GP to certain collectors.

312: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Kaderthas the Red, a former ruler of
this country. The face depicts a tiger and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 8 CP.

313: This is a medium-sized, hexagonal adamantium coin. It is from the reign of Anriren the Conqueror, the former 
ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts King Anriren and the back, Queen Consort Kartharisa. It is very 
worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is worth 14 GP.

314: This is a large, round platinum coin. It is from the reign of Marenisa the Red, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts Prince Consort Denask and the back, a mythical hero. It is worth 15 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much
as 90 GP to certain collectors.

315: This is a medium-sized, round platinum coin. It was minted during the reign of Alaskia the Lawgiver, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts a crown and the back, a multi-petalled flower. It is worth 10 GP. Possessing 
this coin is a crime in some places..

316: This is a large, 13-sided iron coin. It dates to the reign of Karkisisa the Great, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts Queen Karkisisa and the back, Prince Consort Dethas. It is worth 3 CP. It is 170% more valuable to 
residents of that kingdom because Karkisisa is a legendary heroine there.

317: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Amnarren the Great, the former 
ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts King Amnarren and the back, a triton. It is worth 1 SP.

318: This is a large, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Taren V, a former ruler of this country. The face 
depicts King Taren and the back, a pair of crossed weapons. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is 
worth 6 SP. It is 110% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Taren is a legendary hero there.

319: This is a medium-sized, wedge-shaped silver coin. It dates to the reign of Alkos the Grim, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts King Alkos and the back, Queen Consort Karkosia. It is worth 8 CP. It is a rare coin, 
worth as much as 4 GP to certain collectors.

320: This is a tiny, round mithril coin. It dates to the reign of Miderreth the Great, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts King Miderreth and the back, a deity. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It was 



minted at a time when coins were heavily debased. It is worth 4 GP.

321: This is a large, star-shaped silver coin. It dates to the reign of Valric the Red, the former ruler of a lost kingdom. 
The face depicts Queen Consort Maverthara and the back, a scenic landscape. It is worth 2 SP.

322: This is a small, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Karenisa the Great, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Karenisa and the back, a crown. It is worth 7 CP. It is a rare coin, worth
as much as 1 GP to certain collectors.

323: This is a small, round silver coin with a round hole in the center. It dates to the reign of Arderaskia the Lawgiver,
a former ruler of this country. The face depicts Queen Arderaskia and the back, a warhammer. It is worth 7 CP.

324: This is a large, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Kamas the Terrible, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts King Kamas and the back, Queen Consort Kaderricisa. It is worth 8 SP. Possessing this coin is a 
crime in some places..

325: This is a small, crescent-shaped bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Ramros the White, the former 
ruler of a lost kingdom. The face depicts King Ramros and the back, Queen Consort Daratharisa. It is worn, which 
reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 1 CP. It is 180% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Ramros
is a legendary hero there.

326: This is a small, octagonal silver coin. It is from the reign of Karnarreth the Handsome, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Consort Orrosia and the back, a crown. It is worth 6 CP.

327: This is a huge, round iron coin. It dates to the reign of Minarask the Valiant, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts King Minarask and the back, a sun. It is worth 6 CP.

328: This is a tiny, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Orrosisa the Black, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Prince Consort Makos and the back, a fish. It is worth 2 SP.

329: This is a small, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Anric the Black, a former ruler of this country.
The face depicts King Anric and the back, Queen Consort Anmasia. It is worth 7 CP.

330: This is a small, round bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Kamamas the Mighty, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts King Kamamas and the back, Queen Consort Ramthara. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It was minted at a time when coins were heavily debased. It is worth 9 bits.

331: This is a medium-sized, hexagonal bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Orric the Terrible, the former 
ruler of a lost kingdom. The face depicts King Orric and the back, a national emblem. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 2 CP. It is 140% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Orric is a 
legendary hero there.

332: This is a tiny, round copper coin with a round hole in the center. It is from the reign of Altac the Lawgiver, a 
former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Altac and the back, a sphinx. It is worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, 
worth as much as 2 GP to certain collectors.

333: This is a medium-sized, crescent-shaped adamantium coin. It dates to the reign of Ramas the Lawgiver, a 
former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Ramas and the back, Queen Consort Dadakisa. It is very worn, 
which greatly reduces its value. It is worth 8 GP.

334: This is a large, irregularly shaped electrum coin. It is from the reign of Midimon the Younger, the former ruler of 
a distant land. The face depicts King Midimon and the back, a dragon. It is worth 8 SP.

335: This is a small, round platinum coin. It was minted during the reign of Ramren the Great, a former ruler of this 



country. The face depicts King Ramren and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 7 GP.

336: This is a medium-sized, round mithril coin. It was minted during the reign of Karkosisa the Unlucky, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts Prince Consort Deros and the back, a wolf. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 22 GP.

337: This is a small, round gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Karos the Handsome, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts King Karos and the back, Queen Consort Andamonisa. It is worth 7 SP.

338: This is a medium-sized, round adamantium coin. It dates to the reign of Kadimaros the Magnificent, the former 
ruler of a distant land. The face depicts King Kadimaros and the back, Queen Consort Damarica. It is worth 20 GP.

339: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Maric the Just, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts King Maric and the back, a stag. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is worth 1 CP. In 
addition, it is a rare coin, worth as much as 8 GP to certain collectors.

340: This is a small, round platinum coin. It dates to the reign of Ramtacisa the Mad, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Queen Ramtacisa and the back, a monkey. It is worth 7 GP. It is an unlucky coin, making the user 
15% unluckier.

341: This is a small, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Maraskisa the Unlucky, the former ruler of an ancient 
kingdom. The face depicts a scenic landscape and the back, a winged horse. It is worth 1 CP.

342: This is a small, triangular silver coin with a round hole in the center. It dates to the reign of Karphoric the 
Terrible, the former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts King Karphoric and the back, Queen Consort 
Ammonisa. It is worth 4 CP.

343: This is a huge, round electrum coin. It is from the reign of Ramdethasa the Great, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Prince Consort Mathas and the back, a laurel wreath. It was minted at a time 
when coins were heavily debased. It is worth 8 SP.

344: This is a medium-sized, hexagonal iron coin. It dates to the reign of Tatac the Black, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Tatac and the back, an eagle. It is worth 2 CP.

345: This is a small, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Demona the Grim, the former ruler of an ancient 
kingdom. The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a cat. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is
worth 7 CP. It is 130% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Demona is a legendary heroine there.

346: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin. It is from the reign of Kadatac the Bastard, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts King Kadatac and the back, Queen Consort Rarosa. It is worn, which reduces its 
value somewhat. It is worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 7 GP to certain collectors.

347: This is a medium-sized, round mithril coin. It is from the reign of Kardamasisa the Black, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Kardamasisa and the back, Prince Consort Marrireth. It is very worn, 
which greatly reduces its value. It is worth 22 GP.

348: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin. It dates to the reign of Taric the Unlucky, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts King Taric and the back, Queen Consort Ormonia. It is very worn, which 
greatly reduces its value. It is worth 8 SP. It is 110% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Taric is 
considered a legendary hero there.

349: This is a huge, square copper coin. It is from the reign of Karmarthas the Valiant, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts King Karmarthas and the back, Queen Consort Karricia. It is worth 3 CP.



350: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Maren the Younger, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a heraldic coat of arms and the back, an owl. It is worth 5 SP.

351: This is a small, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Arderen the Black, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts King Arderen and the back, Queen Consort Tathraaskia. It is worth 7 CP.

352: This is a medium-sized, crescent-shaped silver coin. It is from the reign of Karica the Righteous, a former ruler 
of this country. The face depicts Prince Consort Daverthar and the back, a goblet. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 4 CP.

353: This is a medium-sized, round adamantium coin, set with 6 tiny black opals,. It was minted during the reign of 
Arros the Conqueror, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Arros and the back, Queen Consort 
Valrosisa. It is worth 800 GP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

354: This is a large, hexagonal silver coin with a round hole in the center. It was minted during the reign of 
Alrinamasisa the Grim, the former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts a crown and the back, a bat. It is 
worth 1 SP.

355: This is a small, hexagonal gold coin. It is from the reign of Anphomon the Elder, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts King Anphomon and the back, a winged horse. It is worth 1 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as 
much as 3 GP to certain collectors.

356: This is a small, round copper coin. It is from the reign of Rammarkis the Victorious, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts King Rammarkis and the back, a centaur. It is worth 1 CP. It is 50% more valuable to 
residents of that kingdom because Rammarkis is considered a legendary hero there.

357: This is a small, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Ormonisa the Red, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts Queen Ormonisa and the back, Prince Consort Tathraric. It is worth 7 CP. It is a rare coin, 
worth as much as 6 GP to certain collectors.

358: This is a small, round platinum coin. It is from the reign of Taverrenia the Lawgiver, the former ruler of a distant 
land. The face depicts Prince Consort Almatac and the back, a national emblem. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 5 GP.

359: This is a huge, round bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Antac the Red, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts a dragon and the back, a deity. It is worth 5 CP.

360: This is a large, round platinum coin. It is from the reign of Arthramonisa the Wise, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts a crown and the back, a falcon. It is worth 30 GP. It is 170% more valuable to residents of
that kingdom because Arthramonisa is a legendary heroine there.

361: This is a large, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Danataca the Elder, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Danataca and the back, a bat. It is worth 2 SP. It is 140% more valuable to 
residents of that kingdom because Danataca is a legendary heroine there.

362: This is a small, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Valvertac the Just, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts King Valvertac and the back, Queen Consort Marphoricia. It is worth 3 SP.

363: This is a large, round platinum coin. It dates to the reign of Ammas the Great, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts King Ammas and the back, Queen Consort Orkisia. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 11 GP.

364: This is a large, round copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Mikosia the Conqueror, the former ruler of a
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Mikosia and the back, Prince Consort Ramkos. It is worn, which 



reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 1 CP.

365: This is a medium-sized, round platinum coin. It dates to the reign of Denrica the Wise, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts Prince Consort Ankis and the back, a national emblem. It is worn, which reduces its 
value somewhat. It is worth 8 GP.

366: This is a small, round electrum coin with a square hole in the center. It is from the reign of Valkis the Unlucky, a 
former ruler of this country. The face depicts a crown and the back, an interlaced knot. It is worth 3 SP. It is a rare 
coin, worth as much as 7 GP to certain collectors.

367: This is a medium-sized, round platinum coin. It dates to the reign of Dearmon the Brave, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Consort Ammarkosa and the back, a crown. It is worth 10 GP. It is a rare coin, 
worth as much as 80 GP to certain collectors.

368: This is a large, hexagonal platinum coin. It dates to the reign of Denarkos the Fat, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a snake. It is worth 14 GP.

369: This is a small, round adamantium coin. It was minted during the reign of Miarreth the Great, the former ruler of
a neighboring country. The face depicts King Miarreth and the back, Queen Consort Anderrethia. It is worth 13 GP. It
makes the owner less noticable to spirits.

370: This is a medium-sized, round platinum coin. It is from the reign of Andemas the Bald, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Andemas and the back, Queen Consort Radarosia. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 8 GP.

371: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Orderask the Cruel, the former 
ruler of a distant land. The face depicts King Orderask and the back, Queen Consort Ramderrosa. It is worth 1 CP.

372: This is a small, square copper coin. It dates to the reign of Ramthasisa the Red, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Queen Ramthasisa and the back, Prince Consort Valthranarthas. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 1 CP. It is 30% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Ramthasisa is 
considered a legendary heroine there.

373: This is a large, round copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Radertaca the Terrible, a former ruler of this
country. The face depicts Queen Radertaca and the back, Prince Consort Rakos. It is worth 2 CP. It is a rare coin, 
worth as much as 7 GP to certain collectors.

374: This is a large, triangular gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Valartharisa the Confessor, the former 
ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts a cockatrice and the back, a mythical hero. It is worth 1 GP.

375: This is a medium-sized, round iron coin. It is from the reign of Annarraskisa the Great, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a soldier. It is worth 2 CP.

376: This is a huge, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Daverrena the Black, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts Queen Daverrena and the back, a kraken. It is worth 3 SP.

377: This is a large, round electrum coin with a square hole in the center. It was minted during the reign of Anramas 
the Brave, the former ruler of a distant land. The face depicts King Anramas and the back, a national emblem. It is 
worth 8 SP. It is a magical coin, answering one yes/no question a day when flipped.

378: This is a huge, round mithril coin. It was minted during the reign of Amrask the Handsome, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts a crown and the back, a horse. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is 
worth 68 GP.



379: This is a medium-sized, shield-shaped gold coin. It dates to the reign of Dedatac the Elder, a former ruler of this
country. The face depicts King Dedatac and the back, Queen Consort Karramasisa. It is worth 8 SP. It is a rare coin, 
worth as much as 9 GP to certain collectors.

380: This is a huge, shield-shaped copper coin with a round hole in the center. It dates to the reign of Marask the 
Lawgiver, the former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts King Marask and the back, Queen Consort 
Karkosisa. It is worth 3 CP.

381: This is a huge, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Rareth the Valiant, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts King Rareth and the back, Queen Consort Ammasia. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is 
worth 2 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 4 GP to certain collectors.

382: This is a huge, round platinum coin. It is from the reign of Amdikos the Brave, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts King Amdikos and the back, a bear. It was minted at a time when coins were heavily 
debased. It is worth 6 GP.

383: This is a large, round gold coin. It dates to the reign of Valthramasisa the Brave, the former ruler of an ancient 
kingdom. The face depicts Queen Valthramasisa and the back, Prince Consort Amdikis. It is worth 2 GP.

384: This is a medium-sized, hexagonal silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Markosa the Fat, a former ruler 
of this country. The face depicts Queen Markosa and the back, Prince Consort Karkis. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 7 CP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

385: This is a tiny, round mithril coin. It was minted during the reign of Amdethar the Bastard, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts King Amdethar and the back, a goblet. It is worth 10 GP.

386: This is a medium-sized, 11-sided adamantium coin. It is from the reign of Karreth VI, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Consort Taricisa and the back, a horse. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 14 GP.

387: This is a medium-sized, 9-sided adamantium coin with a hexagonal hole in the center. It is from the reign of 
Althasisa the Conqueror, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts Queen Althasisa and the back, Prince 
Consort Dediask. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 14 GP.

388: This is a small, round electrum coin with an octagonal hole in the center. It was minted during the reign of 
Anmasia the Ambitious, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts an unicorn and the back, a mythical hero. It is
worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 2 SP. It is 200% more valuable to residents of that kingdom 
because Anmasia is a legendary heroine there.

389: This is a small, round platinum coin. It is from the reign of Amderthas the Cruel, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts King Amderthas and the back, Queen Consort Ammona. It is worth 7 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as 
much as 28 GP to certain collectors.

390: This is a small, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Raphomonisa the Grim, the former ruler of a distant
land. The face depicts Queen Raphomonisa and the back, a mythical hero. It is worth 3 SP. It is 80% more valuable 
to residents of that kingdom because Raphomonisa is considered a legendary heroine there.

391: This is a tiny, triangular bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Dethrathas the Brave, the former ruler of an ancient 
kingdom. The face depicts King Dethrathas and the back, a bow and arrow. It is worth 1 CP. It is 120% more 
valuable to residents of that kingdom because Dethrathas is considered a legendary hero there.

392: This is a large, round gold coin. It is from the reign of Demarthar the Bastard, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts a lion and the back, a 7-pointed star. It was minted at a time when coins were heavily debased. It is 
worth 6 SP.



393: This is a medium-sized, crescent-shaped bronze coin. It is from the reign of Ranatharia the Beautiful, the 
former ruler of an ancient kingdom. The face depicts Prince Consort Minartac and the back, a crown. It is worn, 
which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 1 CP.

394: This is a huge, star-shaped gold coin with a round hole in the center. It dates to the reign of Ornarros the Fat, 
the former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts King Ornarros and the back, Queen Consort Ramtaca. It 
is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 2 GP.

395: This is a large, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Denthasisa the Magnificent, the former 
ruler of a lost kingdom. The face depicts Queen Denthasisa and the back, a sun. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 1 GP. It is 90% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Denthasisa is a legendary 
heroine there.

396: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Tanarkis the Red, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts Queen Consort Miderethisa and the back, a snake. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 8 CP. In addition, it is a rare coin, worth as much as 7 GP to certain collectors.

397: This is a tiny, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Alraskia the Black, a former ruler of this country. The face
depicts Queen Alraskia and the back, Prince Consort Ranaren. It is worth 3 CP.

398: This is a small, round platinum coin. It was minted during the reign of Karric VII, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts a dog and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 7 GP.

399: This is a small, hexagonal electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Orraska the Mad, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts a mythical hero and the back, a bat. It is worth 3 SP.

400: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Tamarrask the Unready, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts King Tamarrask and the back, a banner. It is worth 5 SP.

401: This is a medium-sized, round adamantium coin. It was minted during the reign of Kathravermon the Just, a 
former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Kathravermon and the back, a crown. It is worn, which reduces its 
value somewhat. It was minted at a time when coins were heavily debased. It is worth 9 GP.

402: This is a small, hexagonal silver coin. It is from the reign of Miphoric the Great, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts a crown and the back, a winged horse. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 4 
CP.

403: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Arderkis the Red, the former ruler of an 
ancient kingdom. The face depicts King Arderkis and the back, Queen Consort Amrethia. It is worth 8 SP. 
Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

404: This is a huge, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Karmarren the Terrible, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts King Karmarren and the back, Queen Consort Alraskia. It is worth 2 GP.

405: This is a tiny, triangular silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Raros X, the former ruler of a lost kingdom.
The face depicts Queen Consort Valtharisa and the back, a crown. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It 
is worth 3 CP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

406: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin with a square hole in the center. It was minted during the reign of 
Ramrask VII, the former ruler of a lost kingdom. The face depicts a lion and the back, a pair of crossed weapons. It 
is worth 2 GP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

407: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Mardertac the Elder, the former 



ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Consort Rathrakisa and the back, a dog. It is worth 5 SP. In 
addition, it is 110% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Mardertac is a legendary hero there.

408: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin. It is from the reign of Marmon the Cruel, the former ruler of a distant 
land. The face depicts King Marmon and the back, a crown. It is worth 1 GP. It is 150% more valuable to residents of
that kingdom because Marmon is considered a legendary hero there.

409: This is a tiny, round iron coin. It dates to the reign of Miaska the Confessor, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts Queen Miaska and the back, a gryphon. It is worth 1 CP.

410: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It is from the reign of Deric the Black, the former ruler of a distant 
land. The face depicts King Deric and the back, Queen Consort Armonia. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 1 CP. In addition, it is a rare coin, worth as much as 2 GP to certain collectors.

411: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Radaros VII, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Radaros and the back, Queen Consort Minarethia. It is worth 1 SP.

412: This is a small, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Tarosia the Victorious, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Tarosia and the back, Prince Consort Kanartac. It is worn, which 
reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 2 SP.

413: This is a small, hexagonal silver coin. It is from the reign of Mardiros the Cruel, the former ruler of a distant 
land. The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a stag. It is worth 6 CP.

414: This is a tiny, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Alrimas the Red, the former ruler of an ancient 
kingdom. The face depicts King Alrimas and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It is worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, worth
as much as 7 GP to certain collectors.

415: This is a medium-sized, round platinum coin, set with 5 small garnets,. It dates to the reign of Darask the 
Ambitious, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Darask and the back, Queen Consort Mitharisa. It is 
worth 300 GP.

416: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin. It dates to the reign of Arrethisa the Victorious, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Arrethisa and the back, Prince Consort Valren. It is worn, which 
reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 8 SP.

417: This is a large, round gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Dephomasia the Beautiful, the former ruler of 
a neighboring country. The face depicts a bat and the back, a deity. It is worth 2 GP.

418: This is a large, square copper coin. It is from the reign of Amrask the Great, the former ruler of a distant land. 
The face depicts King Amrask and the back, a cat. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 1 CP.

419: This is a large, round copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Alnaaska the Valiant, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Alnaaska and the back, Prince Consort Tamamas. It is worth 2 CP. It is
a rare coin, worth as much as 5 GP to certain collectors.

420: This is a large, hexagonal copper coin. It dates to the reign of Tanareth the White, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts a gryphon and the back, a castle. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 1 CP.

421: This is a small, round mithril coin. It was minted during the reign of Manatacia the Great, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Manatacia and the back, a sphinx. It is worth 20 GP. Possessing this 
coin is a crime in some places..



422: This is a small, round gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Ordaros the Cruel, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a winged horse and the back, a sailing ship. It is worth 7 SP.

423: This is a huge, round gold coin. It dates to the reign of Ramon the Just, a former ruler of this country. The face 
depicts a lion's head and the back, a lion. It is worth 3 GP.

424: This is a large, crescent-shaped bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Alreth the Lawgiver, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts King Alreth and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 1 CP. Possessing this 
coin is a crime in some places..

425: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin. It dates to the reign of Dathar the Conqueror, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Consort Ramkisa and the back, a bull. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its 
value. It is worth 8 SP.

426: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It is from the reign of Kakosa the Terrible, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Kakosa and the back, Prince Consort Dathraren. It is worn, which reduces its value
somewhat. It is worth 4 SP.

427: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Mamasa the Elder, the former ruler of
a distant land. The face depicts Queen Mamasa and the back, Prince Consort Danaask. It is worth 1 GP.

428: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Orartharia the Victorious, a 
former ruler of this country. The face depicts a mythical hero and the back, a dragon. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 4 SP. It is a lucky coin, making the user 15% luckier.

429: This is a small, round copper coin. It is from the reign of Dearrask the Terrible, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts King Dearrask and the back, a winged horse. It is worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as 
much as 1 GP to certain collectors.

430: This is a huge, crescent-shaped electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Alros the Great, a former ruler 
of this country. The face depicts King Alros and the back, a chariot. It is worth 8 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as much 
as 10 GP to certain collectors.

431: This is a medium-sized, octagonal electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Derimasisa the Conqueror, a
former ruler of this country. The face depicts Prince Consort Arphothas and the back, a crown. It is worth 5 SP.

432: This is a huge, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Karrask the Younger, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts a gryphon and the back, a crown. It is worth 3 SP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

433: This is a medium-sized, 11-sided bronze coin. It is from the reign of Rammas the Black, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Rammas and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 1 CP. In addition, possessing 
this coin is a crime in some places..

434: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Mikosisa the Elder, the former ruler 
of a lost kingdom. The face depicts Queen Mikosisa and the back, a crown. It is worth 2 SP.

435: This is a tiny, round electrum coin. It is from the reign of Datacia VIII, a former ruler of this country. The face 
depicts Prince Consort Karric and the back, a deity. It is worth 2 SP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

436: This is a large, octagonal platinum coin. It dates to the reign of Ramdethas the Terrible, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts a deity and the back, a soldier. It is worth 14 GP. It is an unlucky coin, making 
the user 15% unluckier.

437: This is a small, round bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Dennakos the Grim, the former ruler of a lost 



kingdom. The face depicts King Dennakos and the back, a crown. It is worth 2 CP.

438: This is a medium-sized, 13-sided gold coin. It dates to the reign of Makis the Unlucky, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts a centaur and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 2 GP.

439: This is a medium-sized, oval silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Valratacia VII, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Valratacia and the back, Prince Consort Amritac. It was minted at a 
time when coins were heavily debased. It is worth 6 CP.

440: This is a large, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Kadekisa the Beautiful, the former ruler of an ancient 
kingdom. The face depicts a falcon and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 2 SP. In addition, it is 30% more 
valuable to residents of that kingdom because Kadekisa is a legendary heroine there.

441: This is a small, round bronze coin. It is from the reign of Rammathas the Lawgiver, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts King Rammathas and the back, a sheaf of grain. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 7 GP to certain collectors.

442: This is a medium-sized, round iron coin. It dates to the reign of Annarricia the Great, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Annarricia and the back, a crown. It is worth 2 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much 
as 10 GP to certain collectors.

443: This is a large, round gold coin. It dates to the reign of Marask IV, a former ruler of this country. The face 
depicts King Marask and the back, Queen Consort Miramasia. It is worth 2 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 16
GP to certain collectors.

444: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Arkosia the Great, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Queen Arkosia and the back, Prince Consort Tadaren. It is worth 1 SP.

445: This is a small, round electrum coin. It is from the reign of Denkos the Just, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts a heraldic coat of arms and the back, a cluster of 5 feathers. It is worth 3 SP.

446: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Madamas the Great, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Madamas and the back, Queen Consort Mamarraska. It is worn, which reduces its 
value somewhat. It is worth 4 SP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

447: This is a large, round gold coin. It is from the reign of Derosisa the Great, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts Queen Derosisa and the back, a sun. It is worth 2 GP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

448: This is a small, 14-sided platinum coin. It dates to the reign of Orthar the Mighty, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts King Orthar and the back, a wolf's head. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 5 GP.

449: This is a medium-sized, square silver coin. It is from the reign of Ramthara V, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts Queen Ramthara and the back, a mythical hero. It is worth 1 SP. It is 80% more valuable to residents of
that kingdom because Ramthara is a legendary heroine there.

450: This is a medium-sized, triangular mithril coin. It dates to the reign of Rathrarask the Bald, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Rathrarask and the back, Queen Consort Ramarrenia. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 15 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 75 GP to certain collectors.

451: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Rammas the Terrible, the former 
ruler of a lost kingdom. The face depicts a falcon and the back, a sun. It is worth 2 SP. It is a lucky coin, making the 
user 15% luckier.



452: This is a large, round mithril coin. It was minted during the reign of Valmaros the Magnificent, the former ruler of
a lost kingdom. The face depicts King Valmaros and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 90 GP. It is a rare coin, 
worth as much as 630 GP to certain collectors.

453: This is a huge, round platinum coin with a square hole in the center. It dates to the reign of Anphokis the 
Mighty, the former ruler of a lost kingdom. The face depicts King Anphokis and the back, a crown. It is worth 60 GP. 
Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

454: This is a small, round bronze coin with an octagonal hole in the center. It dates to the reign of Karthasa the 
White, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts Queen Karthasa and the back, Prince Consort Kamarphokis. It
is worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 9 GP to certain collectors.

455: This is a huge, crescent-shaped mithril coin. It dates to the reign of Devertac the Unlucky, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Devertac and the back, a deity. It is worth 45 GP.

456: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Valdermon the Terrible, the former 
ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts an oak tree and the back, an owl. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 6 GP to certain collectors.

457: This is a large, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Tatac the Younger, a former ruler of this country. The
face depicts Queen Consort Ramdamartharia and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 8 SP.

458: This is a huge, round electrum coin. It is from the reign of Raricia the Great, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts Queen Raricia and the back, Prince Consort Ornamon. It is worth 2 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much 
as 8 GP to certain collectors.

459: This is a huge, round platinum coin, set with 8 small fire opals,. It dates to the reign of Andithas the Cruel, the 
former ruler of a distant land. The face depicts King Andithas and the back, a wyvern. It is worn, which reduces its 
value somewhat. It appears to be worth 1125 GP. Unfortunately, it is only a good counterfeit, 30% likely to be 
spotted.

460: This is a medium-sized, square gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Dephotac the Mighty, a former ruler 
of this country. The face depicts King Dephotac and the back, an axe. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. 
It is worth 8 SP.

461: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Amarkosisa the Ambitious, the former ruler of 
a lost kingdom. The face depicts Prince Consort Tamareth and the back, a lion. It is worth 2 SP.

462: This is a large, round adamantium coin. It is from the reign of Ratacia the Fat, a former ruler of this country. The
face depicts an infant and the back, a national emblem. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is worth 22
GP.

463: This is a large, round iron coin. It is from the reign of Mardithar the Terrible, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts a heraldic coat of arms and the back, a crab. It is worth 3 CP.

464: This is a huge, square silver coin. It dates to the reign of Manarethia the Magnificent, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a deity and the back, a crescent moon. It is worth 3 SP.

465: This is a large, star-shaped copper coin with an octagonal hole in the center. It is from the reign of Marartac the
Black, the former ruler of a distant land. The face depicts King Marartac and the back, Queen Consort Ramrikisisa. It
is worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 3 GP to certain collectors.

466: This is a huge, round bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Mirarask the Red, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts King Mirarask and the back, a cockatrice. It is worth 1 SP.



467: This is a medium-sized, round iron coin. It dates to the reign of Alrosisa the Brave, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Alrosisa and the back, a trident. It is worth 2 CP. It is a rare coin, worth 
as much as 5 GP to certain collectors.

468: This is a medium-sized, square silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Denarric the Handsome, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts King Denarric and the back, Queen Consort Tatharisa. It is worth 1 SP.

469: This is a large, round bronze coin. It is from the reign of Minarrask the Great, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts King Minarrask and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 2 CP.

470: This is a medium-sized, round iron coin. It was minted during the reign of Ramriask the Black, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts King Ramriask and the back, a deity. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It 
is worth 2 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 8 GP to certain collectors.

471: This is a medium-sized, hexagonal bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Martharia the Bastard, the 
former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Martharia and the back, a national emblem. It is worth
1 CP. In addition, it is 60% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Martharia is considered a legendary 
heroine there.

472: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Mathrathasisa X, the former ruler 
of a neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Mathrathasisa and the back, Prince Consort Demon. It is worth 1 
CP. It is a lucky coin, making the user 5% luckier.

473: This is a huge, oval copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Karverrena XI, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Queen Karverrena and the back, a lion. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is worth 2
CP. In addition, it is a rare coin, worth as much as 8 GP to certain collectors.

474: This is a medium-sized, round platinum coin. It was minted during the reign of Denriric the Magnificent, a 
former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Denriric and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It is worth 10 GP. In
addition, possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

475: This is a large, round gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Amdakisia the Black, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts Queen Amdakisia and the back, a crown. It is worth 3 GP.

476: This is a medium-sized, round mithril coin. It is from the reign of Karriraskisa the Terrible, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Karriraskisa and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It is worth 30 GP.

477: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin. It dates to the reign of Andakis the Elder, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts King Andakis and the back, Queen Consort Kaartharisa. It is worth 1 GP. It is 
a rare coin, worth as much as 5 GP to certain collectors.

478: This is a large, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Markosisa the Black, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Queen Markosisa and the back, Prince Consort Ornaren. It is worth 8 SP.

479: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Minarnarkos the Unlucky, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a horse and the back, a national emblem. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It
is worth 8 CP.

480: This is a large, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Ornarrosia the Unready, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Ornarrosia and the back, Prince Consort Anthas. It is worth 2 SP. It is a rare coin, 
worth as much as 3 GP to certain collectors.

481: This is a huge, round gold coin. It dates to the reign of Miretha the Black, a former ruler of this country. The face



depicts Queen Miretha and the back, a centaur. It is worth 3 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 27 GP to certain 
collectors.

482: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Marmon VI, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts King Marmon and the back, a lion. It is worth 1 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as 
much as 5 GP to certain collectors.

483: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Amrask the Black, the former ruler of a distant 
land. The face depicts King Amrask and the back, a dog. It is worth 1 SP.

484: This is a small, round copper coin. It is from the reign of Valmasia the Black, the former ruler of a lost kingdom. 
The face depicts Queen Valmasia and the back, a stag. It is worth 1 CP.

485: This is a huge, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Karnarask the Great, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts a dragon and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It is worth 3 CP.

486: This is a small, 10-sided platinum coin. It is from the reign of Alarthar the Brave, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts King Alarthar and the back, Queen Consort Daretha. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 9 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 18 GP to certain collectors.

487: This is a large, octagonal electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Tamasa the Younger, the former ruler of an 
ancient kingdom. The face depicts Queen Tamasa and the back, a sun. It is worth 1 GP.

488: This is a medium-sized, round mithril coin. It was minted during the reign of Daderthas the Black, a former ruler
of this country. The face depicts King Daderthas and the back, a stag. It is worth 30 GP.

489: This is a medium-sized, 13-sided silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Radareth the Unlucky, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts King Radareth and the back, a national emblem. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 7 CP. It is 40% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Radareth is 
considered a legendary hero there.

490: This is a large, triangular silver coin. It is from the reign of Mamarmon the Great, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts a horse and the back, a trident. It is worth 1 SP.

491: This is a medium-sized, irregularly shaped electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Valkis the Bastard, a
former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Valkis and the back, a national emblem. It is worn, which reduces 
its value somewhat. It is worth 4 SP.

492: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Ammon the Black, the former ruler 
of an ancient kingdom. The face depicts King Ammon and the back, a bull. It is worth 2 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as 
much as 1 GP to certain collectors.

493: This is a medium-sized, round platinum coin. It was minted during the reign of Antac the Unready, the former 
ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts King Antac and the back, Queen Consort Karphorena. It is worn, 
which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 8 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 24 GP to certain collectors.

494: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Kaderraskisa the Glorious, the former ruler of 
an ancient kingdom. The face depicts Queen Kaderraskisa and the back, a trefoil. It is worth 2 SP.

495: This is a small, crescent-shaped gold coin with a square hole in the center. It dates to the reign of Tareth V, the 
former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts King Tareth and the back, a bull. It is worth 3 SP. It is a rare 
coin, worth as much as 7 GP to certain collectors.

496: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Marirask the Great, a former ruler 



of this country. The face depicts King Marirask and the back, a wyvern. It is worth 2 CP.

497: This is a small, irregularly shaped bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Ordamon the Magnificent, the 
former ruler of a lost kingdom. The face depicts King Ordamon and the back, a crown. It is worth 2 CP. It is 110% 
more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Ordamon is a legendary hero there.

498: This is a huge, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Kaarthara the White, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts Queen Kaarthara and the back, Prince Consort Maren. It is worth 6 CP. Possessing this 
coin is a crime in some places..

499: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Anmarrethisa III, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Queen Anmarrethisa and the back, Prince Consort Mithar. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 8 CP.

500: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Valarthasia the Great, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts Queen Valarthasia and the back, Prince Consort Mimaros. It is worth 1 CP. It is
190% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Valarthasia is a legendary heroine there.

501: This is a huge, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Marrikos the Elder, the former ruler of a distant land. 
The face depicts King Marrikos and the back, a stag. It is worth 3 SP.

502: This is a small, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Rathrathasia the Ambitious, a former ruler
of this country. The face depicts Queen Rathrathasia and the back, Prince Consort Ramdaren. It is worn, which 
reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 2 SP.

503: This is a medium-sized, crescent-shaped silver coin. It dates to the reign of Ammas the Elder, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts King Ammas and the back, a knight on horseback. It is worth 5 CP. It is 20% more 
valuable to residents of that kingdom because Ammas is a legendary hero there.

504: This is a huge, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Ramphoricisa the Mad, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Queen Ramphoricisa and the back, Prince Consort Taask. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 2 SP. It is 40% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Ramphoricisa is 
considered a legendary heroine there.

505: This is a small, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Raric the Brave, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts King Raric and the back, a mythical hero. It is worth 7 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much 
as 5 GP to certain collectors.

506: This is a large, round gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Orderraskia the Valiant, the former ruler of an 
ancient kingdom. The face depicts Queen Orderraskia and the back, Prince Consort Martac. It is worth 2 GP.

507: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Alrask VI, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts King Alrask and the back, a shooting star. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 4 SP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

508: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Mirask the Lawgiver, the former ruler of a 
lost kingdom. The face depicts a crown and the back, a bunch of grapes. It is worth 3 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as 
much as 4 GP to certain collectors.

509: This is a medium-sized, round platinum coin. It dates to the reign of Denros the Just, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Denros and the back, Queen Consort Ramdakisisa. It is worn, which reduces its 
value somewhat. It is worth 8 GP. It is 100% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Denros is a 
legendary hero there.



510: This is a medium-sized, round adamantium coin. It was minted during the reign of Denrethisa the White, a 
former ruler of this country. The face depicts Queen Denrethisa and the back, a dog. It is worn, which reduces its 
value somewhat. It is worth 15 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 105 GP to certain collectors.

511: This is a tiny, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Daphorosa the Terrible, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Daphorosa and the back, Prince Consort Madakos. It is worn, which 
reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 2 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 8 GP to certain collectors.

512: This is a large, round electrum coin. It is from the reign of Ranaarask the Handsome, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts King Ranaarask and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 8 SP. Possessing this 
coin is a crime in some places..

513: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Maraska the Lawgiver, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts a sun and the back, a goblet. It is worth 5 SP.

514: This is a small, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Arkis the Fat, the former ruler of a distant 
land. The face depicts King Arkis and the back, Queen Consort Arthraretha. It is worth 7 CP.

515: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin. It is from the reign of Valthrarosisa the Great, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Prince Consort Valrask and the back, a deity. It is worth 1 GP. Possessing this coin is a 
crime in some places..

516: This is a large, round adamantium coin. It dates to the reign of Mararosia the Lawgiver, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts a horse and the back, a crescent moon. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. 
It is worth 22 GP.

517: This is a small, round iron coin. It was minted during the reign of Arderen the Great, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Consort Andemasia and the back, a cat. It is worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as 
much as 9 GP to certain collectors.

518: This is a huge, half-circular platinum coin. It dates to the reign of Marenia the Conqueror, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Marenia and the back, a crown. It is worth 15 GP. In addition, possessing this coin 
is a crime in some places..

519: This is a large, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Almasia the Red, the former ruler of a distant land. 
The face depicts Queen Almasia and the back, a deity. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 1 
CP. It is a magical coin, answering one yes/no question a day when flipped.

520: This is a small, crescent-shaped bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Tarask the Brave, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Tarask and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as 
much as 9 GP to certain collectors.

521: This is a tiny, round mithril coin. It is from the reign of Miriric the Lawgiver, the former ruler of a distant land. The
face depicts King Miriric and the back, Queen Consort Mimathasisa. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. 
It was minted at a time when coins were heavily debased. It is worth 1 GP.

522: This is a small, round platinum coin. It was minted during the reign of Mardaphothar IV, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts a deity and the back, a triton. It was minted at a time when coins were heavily 
debased. It is worth 3 GP.

523: This is a medium-sized, round platinum coin. It is from the reign of Amarmas the Conqueror, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts King Amarmas and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It is worth 10 GP. It is a rare 
coin, worth as much as 40 GP to certain collectors.



524: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Damatac the Confessor, a former ruler of this
country. The face depicts King Damatac and the back, a crown. It is worth 1 CP. Possessing this coin is a crime in 
some places..

525: This is a small, triangular platinum coin. It was minted during the reign of Mirathasa the Great, the former ruler 
of a neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Mirathasa and the back, a crown. It is worth 4 GP.

526: This is a large, round gold coin. It is from the reign of Marthrathar the Brave, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts King Marthrathar and the back, a boar. It is worth 2 GP.

527: This is a large, round copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Kardaros the Lawgiver, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts King Kardaros and the back, a constellation. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 1 CP. It is 90% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Kardaros is considered a 
legendary hero there.

528: This is a huge, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Demon the Red, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Demon and the back, a boar. It is worth 3 SP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some
places..

529: This is a tiny, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Marthas the Unlucky, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts King Marthas and the back, Queen Consort Dekosa. It is worth 3 CP. It is a rare coin, 
worth as much as 4 GP to certain collectors.

530: This is a large, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Rathasisa the White, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Rathasisa and the back, Prince Consort Denthratac. It is worth 2 SP. 
Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

531: This is a large, hexagonal silver coin. It dates to the reign of Arthrarenia the Ambitious, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Arthrarenia and the back, Prince Consort Rakis. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 1 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 1 GP to certain collectors.

532: This is a huge, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Amren the Grim, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Consort Arrenisa and the back, a crown. It is worth 2 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as 
much as 14 GP to certain collectors.

533: This is a large, 12-sided mithril coin. It is from the reign of Mathar the Glorious, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts King Mathar and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It is worth 85 GP. It is 200% more 
valuable to residents of that kingdom because Mathar is a legendary hero there.

534: This is a large, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Kamarreth the Younger, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts King Kamarreth and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It is worth 2 SP.

535: This is a medium-sized, star-shaped electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Tarireth the Victorious, the 
former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts King Tarireth and the back, a crown. It is worth 4 SP.

536: This is a small, round platinum coin. It was minted during the reign of Marphokisisa the Valiant, a former ruler of
this country. The face depicts Queen Marphokisisa and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It is worth 7 GP. It is a rare
coin, worth as much as 42 GP to certain collectors.

537: This is a small, round electrum coin. It is from the reign of Miderthas III, a former ruler of this country. The face 
depicts King Miderthas and the back, a bunch of grapes. It is worth 3 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 3 GP to 
certain collectors.

538: This is a huge, square adamantium coin. It is from the reign of Rathasia the Unready, the former ruler of a 



distant land. The face depicts Queen Rathasia and the back, Prince Consort Karderric. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 45 GP.

539: This is a medium-sized, octagonal bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Makis the Mad, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts King Makis and the back, Queen Consort Marnaraskia. It is worth 3 CP.

540: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Minartac the Great, the former ruler of an 
ancient kingdom. The face depicts a crown and the back, a sphinx. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It 
is worth 1 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 10 GP to certain collectors.

541: This is a large, round adamantium coin. It is from the reign of Andadamas the White, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Andadamas and the back, a mythical hero. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 22 GP.

542: This is a large, crescent-shaped electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Kareth VII, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts King Kareth and the back, a sun. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is 
worth 3 SP.

543: This is a medium-sized, round platinum coin. It is from the reign of Dennakis the Conqueror, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts King Dennakis and the back, Queen Consort Antaca. It is worth 10 GP. It is a rare 
coin, worth as much as 40 GP to certain collectors.

544: This is a large, round bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Maraskisa the Beautiful, the former ruler of 
a lost kingdom. The face depicts a feather and the back, a sphinx. It was minted at a time when coins were heavily 
debased. It is worth 2 CP.

545: This is a small, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Ramthramona the Magnificent, the former
ruler of a distant land. The face depicts Prince Consort Damas and the back, an owl. It is worth 3 SP.

546: This is a tiny, round electrum coin with a round hole in the center. It is from the reign of Mirethia the Terrible, the
former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Mirethia and the back, a sun. It is worn, which 
reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 1 SP.

547: This is a small, hexagonal copper coin. It dates to the reign of Dennaren the Just, the former ruler of a distant 
land. The face depicts King Dennaren and the back, Queen Consort Denkosia. It is worth 1 CP.

548: This is a large, round gold coin. It is from the reign of Maros the Handsome, the former ruler of an ancient 
kingdom. The face depicts King Maros and the back, Queen Consort Radikisia. It is worth 2 GP. Possessing this 
coin is a crime in some places..

549: This is a small, round iron coin. It is from the reign of Amraraask the Black, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts King Amraraask and the back, Queen Consort Tataca. It is worth 1 CP.

550: This is a small, octagonal electrum coin. It is from the reign of Rarikis the Bastard, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts King Rarikis and the back, an elephant. It is worth 6 SP.

551: This is a medium-sized, shield-shaped mithril coin. It was minted during the reign of Ramreth the Brave, a 
former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Ramreth and the back, Queen Consort Anthasia. It is very worn, 
which greatly reduces its value. It is worth 19 GP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

552: This is a small, round copper coin. It is from the reign of Valros the Magnificent, the former ruler of a distant 
land. The face depicts a deity and the back, a goblet. It is worth 1 CP.

553: This is a small, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Ramderosia the Terrible, the former ruler of a 



neighboring country. The face depicts Prince Consort Rammas and the back, a deity. It is worth 7 CP.

554: This is a medium-sized, round adamantium coin. It is from the reign of Danakos the Confessor, the former ruler 
of an ancient kingdom. The face depicts Queen Consort Midericia and the back, a crown. It is worth 30 GP.

555: This is a tiny, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Arros the Black, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts King Arros and the back, Queen Consort Denditacia. It is worth 2 SP. Possessing this coin is a crime in 
some places..

556: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It is from the reign of Karnamas the Handsome, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts a sun and the back, a knight on horseback. It is worth 1 CP.

557: This is a tiny, crescent-shaped electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Miriren VI, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a crown and the back, a boar. It is worth 8 CP.

558: This is a medium-sized, irregularly shaped bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Aldiask the Righteous, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts a crown and the back, a sphinx. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. 
It is worth 1 CP.

559: This is a medium-sized, triangular silver coin. It is from the reign of Alphomon the Black, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts King Alphomon and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It is worn, which reduces its 
value somewhat. It is worth 5 CP.

560: This is a huge, oval platinum coin. It was minted during the reign of Tanathraren the Mad, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Tanathraren and the back, Queen Consort Anmarrethisa. It is worth 33 GP.

561: This is a small, octagonal platinum coin, set with 8 tiny emeralds,. It dates to the reign of Valkosa the Elder, the 
former ruler of an ancient kingdom. The face depicts Queen Valkosa and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It is 
worth 470 GP.

562: This is a medium-sized, round adamantium coin. It dates to the reign of Karmas the Bastard, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts King Karmas and the back, Queen Consort Dakisia. It is worth 20 GP.

563: This is a large, round mithril coin, set with 3 small moonstones, with a square hole in the center. It was minted 
during the reign of Dareth the Mighty, the former ruler of an ancient kingdom. The face depicts King Dareth and the 
back, a crown. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is worth 1519 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much 
as 10633 GP to certain collectors.

564: This is a small, round copper coin. It is from the reign of Amretha the Righteous, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Queen Amretha and the back, Prince Consort Matac. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its 
value. It is worth 1 CP.

565: This is a medium-sized, octagonal platinum coin. It is from the reign of Raratharia the Unready, a former ruler of
this country. The face depicts Queen Raratharia and the back, a bull. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value.
It is worth 7 GP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

566: This is a large, wedge-shaped silver coin. It dates to the reign of Alarthara the Terrible, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Prince Consort Ammas and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 1 SP. It is 
a rare coin, worth as much as 7 GP to certain collectors.

567: This is a tiny, round platinum coin with a round hole in the center. It was minted during the reign of Orros the 
Valiant, the former ruler of an ancient kingdom. The face depicts King Orros and the back, a horse. It is worth 5 GP.

568: This is a medium-sized, hexagonal silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Orthasa the Lawgiver, a former 



ruler of this country. The face depicts Queen Orthasa and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 1 SP.

569: This is a huge, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Arrask the Unlucky, the former ruler of an ancient 
kingdom. The face depicts a crown and the back, an octopus. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is 
worth 3 SP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

570: This is a large, round mithril coin. It dates to the reign of Arkos the Great, a former ruler of this country. The face
depicts a mythical hero and the back, a bow and arrow. It is worth 45 GP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some 
places..

571: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Valverthas the Bastard, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a horse. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 1 CP.

572: This is a medium-sized, 14-sided gold coin. It is from the reign of Dederrosa the Unready, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Dederrosa and the back, a scenic landscape. It is worth 1 GP. Possessing this coin
is a crime in some places..

573: This is a large, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Marthraric the Grim, the former ruler of a distant land. 
The face depicts King Marthraric and the back, Queen Consort Armatacisa. It is worth 2 SP.

574: This is a tiny, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Armakos VI, a former ruler of this country. The face 
depicts a gryphon and the back, a crown. It is worth 3 CP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

575: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Denarros the Mighty, the former ruler of an 
ancient kingdom. The face depicts a trefoil and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 2 CP.

576: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Dereth V, the former ruler of a distant land. The 
face depicts King Dereth and the back, Queen Consort Ramonia. It is worth 1 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 
5 GP to certain collectors.

577: This is a medium-sized, round adamantium coin. It was minted during the reign of Amdekosia the Black, the 
former ruler of a lost kingdom. The face depicts Queen Amdekosia and the back, Prince Consort Denriros. It is very 
worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is worth 30 GP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

578: This is a large, 13-sided electrum coin. It is from the reign of Valderren the Grim, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts King Valderren and the back, Queen Consort Mitaca. It is worth 7 SP.

579: This is a tiny, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Armarkosia the Victorious, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Armarkosia and the back, a horse. It is worth 2 SP.

580: This is a medium-sized, round platinum coin. It is from the reign of Karvermas the Victorious, the former ruler of
a neighboring country. The face depicts King Karvermas and the back, Queen Consort Radaaskia. It is worth 10 GP.

581: This is a small, triangular copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Ramtaca the Black, the former ruler of 
a distant land. The face depicts Queen Ramtaca and the back, a deity. It is worth 1 CP. It is 100% more valuable to 
residents of that kingdom because Ramtaca is a legendary heroine there.

582: This is a large, 11-sided silver coin. It is from the reign of Marmarask the Righteous, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts a mythical hero and the back, a multi-petalled flower. It is worth 1 SP.

583: This is a huge, square silver coin. It is from the reign of Andithasia the Righteous, the former ruler of a distant 
land. The face depicts Queen Andithasia and the back, Prince Consort Valdithrakis. It is worn, which reduces its 
value somewhat. It is worth 2 SP.



584: This is a huge, triangular copper coin. It dates to the reign of Danarica the Victorious, the former ruler of an 
ancient kingdom. The face depicts Queen Danarica and the back, Prince Consort Rathas. It is worth 3 CP.

585: This is a medium-sized, round adamantium coin. It was minted during the reign of Ramderric the Bald, the 
former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts King Ramderric and the back, a sun. It is worn, which 
reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 15 GP. In addition, it attracts the attention of spirits.

586: This is a tiny, hexagonal electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Denarkis the Unlucky, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a sun and the back, a stag. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 1 SP. 
It is a rare coin, worth as much as 7 GP to certain collectors.

587: This is a large, 9-sided iron coin. It was minted during the reign of Karos the Handsome, the former ruler of a 
lost kingdom. The face depicts King Karos and the back, a sun. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is 
worth 4 CP.

588: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Valdikis the Unready, the former 
ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts King Valdikis and the back, Queen Consort Maartacisa. It is worth 2 
CP.

589: This is a small, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Marthara the Black, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Prince Consort Ordarathar and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 7 CP.

590: This is a huge, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Ramonia the Lawgiver, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a deity and the back, a building. It is worth 3 SP.

591: This is a huge, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Derireth the Cruel, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts King Derireth and the back, Queen Consort Arrenisa. It is worth 2 GP.

592: This is a large, irregularly shaped iron coin. It is from the reign of Marmonisa the Lawgiver, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Marmonisa and the back, a national emblem. It is very worn, which 
greatly reduces its value. It is worth 2 CP.

593: This is a large, round gold coin. It dates to the reign of Annarphotaca the Ambitious, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a stag. It is worth 3 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much 
as 15 GP to certain collectors.

594: This is a small, round platinum coin with a star-shaped hole in the center. It was minted during the reign of 
Valric the Great, the former ruler of a distant land. The face depicts King Valric and the back, Queen Consort 
Tamartaca. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 5 GP.

595: This is a large, round platinum coin, set with 2 small fire opals,. It was minted during the reign of 
Denmaphorosa the Terrible, the former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts Prince Consort Denraren 
and the back, a crown. It is worth 300 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 1800 GP to certain collectors.

596: This is a small, triangular copper coin. It dates to the reign of Ramdaros the Magnificent, the former ruler of a 
lost kingdom. The face depicts Queen Consort Dennarethisa and the back, a snake. It is worth 1 CP. It is 80% more 
valuable to residents of that kingdom because Ramdaros is considered a legendary hero there.

597: This is a small, round bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Dediric the Bald, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Dediric and the back, a soldier. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is 
worth 1 CP. It is 20% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Dediric is considered a legendary hero 
there.



598: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin. It dates to the reign of Valverricia the Wise, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Valverricia and the back, Prince Consort Marmatac. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 8 SP.

599: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin with a square hole in the center. It dates to the reign of Ramas the 
Great, the former ruler of an ancient kingdom. The face depicts King Ramas and the back, Queen Consort 
Radekisisa. It is worth 2 CP.

600: This is a tiny, shield-shaped gold coin. It is from the reign of Denderren the Victorious, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a sun and the back, a gryphon. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 2 
SP.

601: This is a medium-sized, triangular gold coin. It dates to the reign of Marnarask the Fat, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a stag and the back, a crown. It is worth 7 SP.

602: This is a small, round gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Ramrirask the Victorious, a former ruler of this
country. The face depicts King Ramrirask and the back, Queen Consort Alratharisa. It is worth 7 SP. It is a rare coin, 
worth as much as 1 GP to certain collectors.

603: This is a large, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Antharia the Ambitious, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Queen Antharia and the back, Prince Consort Rathar. It is worth 2 SP. Possessing this coin is a 
crime in some places..

604: This is a small, hexagonal silver coin. It is from the reign of Raderrethia the Grim, the former ruler of a distant 
land. The face depicts Queen Raderrethia and the back, Prince Consort Kaarthas. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 4 CP. It is 120% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Raderrethia is 
considered a legendary heroine there.

605: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Markosa the Younger, the former
ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Markosa and the back, Prince Consort Arthas. It is worth 5 
SP.

606: This is a large, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Ramdakisisa the Black, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Ramdakisisa and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 2 CP. 
Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

607: This is a small, square adamantium coin, set with 1 tiny black opal,. It dates to the reign of Karreth the Terrible, 
a former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Karreth and the back, a national emblem. It is worn, which 
reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 495 GP.

608: This is a small, oval silver coin. It dates to the reign of Denderthar the Wise, the former ruler of a distant land. 
The face depicts King Denderthar and the back, Queen Consort Kaaskia. It is worth 7 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as 
much as 3 GP to certain collectors.

609: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Marrareth the Terrible, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts King Marrareth and the back, Queen Consort Tamasia. It is worn, which reduces its 
value somewhat. It is worth 8 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 1 GP to certain collectors.

610: This is a medium-sized, triangular gold coin. It dates to the reign of Valric the Great, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a dragon. It is worth 7 SP. It is a rare coin, 
worth as much as 1 GP to certain collectors.

611: This is a medium-sized, oval bronze coin. It is from the reign of Orkis the Bastard, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts King Orkis and the back, a crown. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 1 CP. In 



addition, it is a rare coin, worth as much as 6 GP to certain collectors.

612: This is a small, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Tarenia the Great, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts Queen Tarenia and the back, Prince Consort Valvermon. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 5 CP.

613: This is a huge, crescent-shaped silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Ramrask the Just, a former ruler 
of this country. The face depicts King Ramrask and the back, a sun. It is worth 2 SP.

614: This is a huge, round gold coin. It dates to the reign of Ramverthar the Brave, a former ruler of this country. The
face depicts King Ramverthar and the back, a lion. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 2 GP. It 
is 20% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Ramverthar is a legendary hero there.

615: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Alvertacia the Terrible, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Prince Consort Armas and the back, a deity. It is worth 2 CP.

616: This is a small, square iron coin. It dates to the reign of Anrask the Red, the former ruler of an ancient kingdom.
The face depicts Queen Consort Makisia and the back, a crown. It is worth 2 CP. Possessing this coin is a crime in 
some places..

617: This is a large, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Anririca the Brave, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Anririca and the back, a cat. It is worth 2 SP. It is 50% more valuable to
residents of that kingdom because Anririca is a legendary heroine there.

618: This is a small, half-circular copper coin. It is from the reign of Mimatacisa the Bastard, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a sword and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 1 CP.

619: This is a large, crescent-shaped iron coin. It was minted during the reign of Marikosa the Glorious, the former 
ruler of an ancient kingdom. The face depicts Queen Marikosa and the back, a crocodile. It appears to be worth 2 
CP. it is a rare coin, worth as much as 4 GP to certain collectors. Unfortunately, it is only a good counterfeit, 25% 
likely to be spotted.

620: This is a large, shield-shaped silver coin. It dates to the reign of Manarmon the Black, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts King Manarmon and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 1 SP. It is a lucky coin, 
making the user 15% luckier.

621: This is a large, 14-sided platinum coin. It dates to the reign of Miderros the Lawgiver, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts King Miderros and the back, Queen Consort Anraska. It is worth 14 GP. It is a 
rare coin, worth as much as 126 GP to certain collectors.

622: This is a small, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Takos the Handsome, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts a falcon and the back, a sun. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It
is worth 2 SP.

623: This is a small, octagonal adamantium coin. It was minted during the reign of Orrask the Lawgiver, the former 
ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts King Orrask and the back, Queen Consort Marmasisa. It is worn, 
which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 9 GP. In addition, it is a rare coin, worth as much as 72 GP to certain 
collectors.

624: This is a small, hexagonal adamantium coin. It dates to the reign of Alricisa the Lawgiver, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Alricisa and the back, Prince Consort Raderkos. It is worth 12 GP. 
Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

625: This is a huge, round adamantium coin. It dates to the reign of Karrimon the Mighty, a former ruler of this 



country. The face depicts King Karrimon and the back, a national emblem. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 45 GP.

626: This is a medium-sized, irregularly shaped bronze coin. It is from the reign of Kadamasisa the Victorious, the 
former ruler of an ancient kingdom. The face depicts Prince Consort Alkos and the back, a bull. It is worth 2 CP. It is 
a rare coin, worth as much as 7 GP to certain collectors.

627: This is a medium-sized, round platinum coin. It is from the reign of Altacisa the Wise, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Prince Consort Valmareth and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 10 GP. It is a rare 
coin, worth as much as 70 GP to certain collectors.

628: This is a tiny, oval silver coin. It is from the reign of Orrarosia the Glorious, the former ruler of a distant land. 
The face depicts Prince Consort Ramas and the back, a wizard's tower. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 3 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 1 GP to certain collectors.

629: This is a large, round electrum coin. It is from the reign of Anreth the Victorious, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts King Anreth and the back, a mythical hero. It is worth 8 SP. It is 70% more 
valuable to residents of that kingdom because Anreth is considered a legendary hero there.

630: This is a large, irregularly shaped bronze coin. It is from the reign of Daask the Lawgiver, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Daask and the back, a sphinx. It is worth 2 CP.

631: This is a large, round adamantium coin with a hexagonal hole in the center. It was minted during the reign of 
Anrithar the Mighty, the former ruler of a distant land. The face depicts King Anrithar and the back, a dog. It is worn, 
which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 22 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 154 GP to certain collectors.

632: This is a medium-sized, triangular platinum coin. It is from the reign of Kathratacisa the Fat, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts a dragon and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 7 GP. Possessing this coin is a 
crime in some places..

633: This is a medium-sized, 11-sided silver coin with a round hole in the center. It was minted during the reign of 
Kaderthrakos the Mad, the former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts King Kaderthrakos and the back, 
a scenic landscape. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 7 CP.

634: This is a large, round copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Andataca the Brave, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts a sun and the back, a cat. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is 
worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 10 GP to certain collectors.

635: This is a tiny, 10-sided platinum coin with a round hole in the center. It dates to the reign of Valarmas the 
Conqueror, the former ruler of a distant land. The face depicts King Valarmas and the back, a sun. It is worth 3 GP.

636: This is a large, round copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Ankosisa IV, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts a scenic landscape and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 2 CP.

637: This is a medium-sized, half-circular platinum coin. It dates to the reign of Tathramas the Unready, the former 
ruler of a lost kingdom. The face depicts King Tathramas and the back, Queen Consort Karena. It is worth 10 GP.

638: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Valderask the White, a former ruler 
of this country. The face depicts King Valderask and the back, a dog. It is worth 1 SP. It is 70% more valuable to 
residents of that kingdom because Valderask is considered a legendary hero there.

639: This is a medium-sized, crescent-shaped bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Karnarmon VI, the former ruler of 
a distant land. The face depicts a sheaf of grain and the back, a dragon. It is worth 1 CP. It is a magical coin, 
answering one yes/no question a day when flipped.



640: This is a small, round platinum coin. It dates to the reign of Tamarmonia VIII, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts a mythical hero and the back, a centaur. It is worth 7 GP.

641: This is a tiny, round iron coin. It dates to the reign of Miphothas the Lawgiver, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts King Miphothas and the back, Queen Consort Tamarkisisa. It is worth 1 CP.

642: This is a tiny, round electrum coin. It is from the reign of Karnarreth the Handsome, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts King Karnarreth and the back, Queen Consort Darosa. It is worth 2 SP. It is 
40% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Karnarreth is considered a legendary hero there.

643: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin with a round hole in the center. It is from the reign of Tarask the 
Righteous, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts a triton and the back, a crown. It is very worn, which 
greatly reduces its value. It is worth 1 CP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

644: This is a tiny, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Anmarrask the Great, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts King Anmarrask and the back, Queen Consort Kartacia. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. 
It is worth 2 CP.

645: This is a small, octagonal gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Denarmon IX, the former ruler of a distant
land. The face depicts King Denarmon and the back, a deity. It is worth 6 SP. It is 100% more valuable to residents 
of that kingdom because Denarmon is a legendary hero there.

646: This is a large, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Amarkos the Glorious, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts King Amarkos and the back, Queen Consort Damarkosa. It is very worn, which greatly
reduces its value. It was minted at a time when coins were heavily debased. It is worth 6 CP.

647: This is a medium-sized, crescent-shaped gold coin. It is from the reign of Matacia the Lawgiver, a former ruler 
of this country. The face depicts Queen Matacia and the back, Prince Consort Alnakis. It is worth 5 SP. It is a rare 
coin, worth as much as 2 GP to certain collectors.

648: This is a huge, round adamantium coin. It is from the reign of Mitac the Unlucky, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts a dog and the back, a crown. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It 
is worth 45 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 315 GP to certain collectors.

649: This is a large, oval bronze coin with a round hole in the center. It is from the reign of Alrethisa the Terrible, the 
former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Alrethisa and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It is 
worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 2 CP. It is 50% more valuable to residents of that kingdom 
because Alrethisa is a legendary heroine there.

650: This is a huge, round bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Taraskia the Red, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts Prince Consort Arthar and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 5 CP.

651: This is a large, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Manamas IX, the former ruler of a distant land. The 
face depicts King Manamas and the back, Queen Consort Karmonia. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value.
It is worth 1 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 7 GP to certain collectors.

652: This is a small, octagonal electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Arrask the Black, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts King Arrask and the back, a two-headed eagle. It is worth 3 SP.

653: This is a large, round gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Rathas the Lawgiver, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts King Rathas and the back, a crown. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is 
worth 2 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 10 GP to certain collectors.



654: This is a large, round platinum coin. It dates to the reign of Ramphoretha the Confessor, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Ramphoretha and the back, a crown. It is worth 15 GP.

655: This is a large, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Tareth IX, the former ruler of an ancient kingdom. The 
face depicts King Tareth and the back, Queen Consort Dedirenia. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is 
worth 2 SP. It is 150% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Tareth is a legendary hero there.

656: This is a large, round gold coin. It is from the reign of Arreth the Just, a former ruler of this country. The face 
depicts King Arreth and the back, Queen Consort Ramtharia. It is worth 2 GP. It is 130% more valuable to residents 
of that kingdom because Arreth is considered a legendary hero there.

657: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin with a round hole in the center. It was minted during the reign of 
Kararthas the Mad, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts Queen Consort Raricia and the back, a dragon. It 
is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 8 CP. It is 90% more valuable to residents of that kingdom 
because Kararthas is considered a legendary hero there.

658: This is a large, triangular adamantium coin. It was minted during the reign of Alretha the Mighty, a former ruler 
of this country. The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a stag. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 15 GP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

659: This is a medium-sized, half-circular copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Mathar IV, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts a crescent moon and the back, a crown. It is worth 1 CP. Possessing this coin is a 
crime in some places..

660: This is a medium-sized, oval copper coin. It dates to the reign of Tamarnartac the Unready, the former ruler of a
neighboring country. The face depicts King Tamarnartac and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 1 CP.

661: This is a medium-sized, hexagonal iron coin. It dates to the reign of Markosa the Grim, the former ruler of a lost
kingdom. The face depicts Queen Markosa and the back, a crown. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It 
is worth 3 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 6 GP to certain collectors.

662: This is a huge, round gold coin. It is from the reign of Takosa the Victorious, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts Queen Takosa and the back, a stag. It is worth 3 GP. It is 30% more valuable to residents of that 
kingdom because Takosa is a legendary heroine there.

663: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Valmon the Unlucky, a former ruler of
this country. The face depicts King Valmon and the back, a deity. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It 
was minted at a time when coins were heavily debased. It is worth 6 SP.

664: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin. It dates to the reign of Valriretha the Victorious, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a warhammer and the back, a frog. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is 
worth 8 SP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

665: This is a medium-sized, hexagonal adamantium coin. It dates to the reign of Mitaca the Glorious, a former ruler 
of this country. The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a wyvern. It is worth 18 GP.

666: This is a medium-sized, hexagonal gold coin. It dates to the reign of Armon IV, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts King Armon and the back, Queen Consort Mathasia. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 1 GP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

667: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Ramdetac the White, the former 
ruler of a lost kingdom. The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a constellation. It is worth 2 CP. In 
addition, it is 160% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Ramdetac is a legendary hero there.



668: This is a huge, square electrum coin with a hexagonal hole in the center. It was minted during the reign of 
Aldaricia the Victorious, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts Queen Aldaricia and the back, Prince 
Consort Miverrask. It is worth 2 GP. It is 200% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Aldaricia is a 
legendary heroine there.

669: This is a large, round copper coin with a hexagonal hole in the center. It was minted during the reign of 
Taverrosa the Valiant, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts a mythical hero and the back, a sword. It is 
worth 2 CP.

670: This is a large, irregularly shaped gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Dedemas the Great, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts a horse and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 2 GP.

671: This is a small, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Raros the Mad, the former ruler of a lost kingdom. The 
face depicts Queen Consort Amricisa and the back, a 7-pointed star. It is worth 1 SP.

672: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Taderkisia the Confessor, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts Queen Taderkisia and the back, Prince Consort Anphorask. It is worth 5 SP. It is 30% 
more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Taderkisia is a legendary heroine there.

673: This is a large, round bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Orarkisia the Red, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Orarkisia and the back, a sun. It is worth 2 CP.

674: This is a large, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Karmathas the Lawgiver, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts a gryphon and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 2 SP.

675: This is a small, round iron coin. It is from the reign of Demarmas the Younger, a former ruler of this country. The
face depicts King Demarmas and the back, Queen Consort Amraskisa. It is worth 1 CP.

676: This is a tiny, round platinum coin. It dates to the reign of Raros the Ambitious, the former ruler of a neighboring
country. The face depicts King Raros and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 3 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as 
much as 24 GP to certain collectors.

677: This is a medium-sized, 9-sided silver coin with a round hole in the center. It is from the reign of Alnartac the 
Great, the former ruler of an ancient kingdom. The face depicts King Alnartac and the back, a centaur. It is worth 1 
SP.

678: This is a huge, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Rarosa the Fat, the former ruler of an ancient
kingdom. The face depicts Queen Rarosa and the back, a horse. It is worth 4 SP. It is a magical coin, answering one
yes/no question a day when flipped.

679: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Ramkos the Mighty, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts an interlaced knot and the back, a stag. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is 
worth 8 CP.

680: This is a huge, hexagonal copper coin. It dates to the reign of Radamas the Terrible, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Radamas and the back, a wizard's tower. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 2 CP.

681: This is a small, crescent-shaped silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Ranarmon the Bastard, the former
ruler of a lost kingdom. The face depicts King Ranarmon and the back, Queen Consort Takosa. It is very worn, 
which greatly reduces its value. It is worth 5 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 2 GP to certain collectors.

682: This is a large, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Ramphonarask the Righteous, the former ruler of a 
lost kingdom. The face depicts King Ramphonarask and the back, Queen Consort Tadaaska. It is worth 3 CP. 



Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

683: This is a huge, oval copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Tanarask the Unready, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Tanarask and the back, a crown. It is worth 3 CP. It is 100% more valuable to 
residents of that kingdom because Tanarask is considered a legendary hero there.

684: This is a large, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Karraskisa the Wise, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts a crown and the back, a tiger. It is worth 8 SP. Possessing this coin is a crime 
in some places..

685: This is a medium-sized, round mithril coin. It was minted during the reign of Arrarena IX, the former ruler of an 
ancient kingdom. The face depicts Queen Arrarena and the back, Prince Consort Ardinarask. It is worn, which 
reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 34 GP.

686: This is a huge, round mithril coin. It dates to the reign of Arask VI, a former ruler of this country. The face 
depicts a sun and the back, a dog. It is worth 90 GP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

687: This is a medium-sized, star-shaped mithril coin. It dates to the reign of Tamon the Victorious, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts a sun and the back, a holy symbol. It is worth 22 GP. It is 110% more valuable to 
residents of that kingdom because Tamon is considered a legendary hero there.

688: This is a medium-sized, 12-sided platinum coin. It was minted during the reign of Alphorethisa the Lawgiver, a 
former ruler of this country. The face depicts Queen Alphorethisa and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 10 GP.

689: This is a small, oval silver coin. It dates to the reign of Marthraaskia VI, a former ruler of this country. The face 
depicts Queen Marthraaskia and the back, a sheaf of grain. It is worth 7 CP. It is 60% more valuable to residents of 
that kingdom because Marthraaskia is considered a legendary heroine there.

690: This is a large, oval electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Valverdethar IV, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts King Valverdethar and the back, Queen Consort Ordemasa. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 6 SP.

691: This is a large, round platinum coin. It is from the reign of Andemasisa the Valiant, a former ruler of this country.
The face depicts Queen Andemasisa and the back, a dragon. It is worth 15 GP.

692: This is a large, round mithril coin, set with 2 small garnets,. It is from the reign of Rathas the Unready, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts an oak tree and the back, a snake. It is worth 450 GP.

693: This is a medium-sized, crescent-shaped copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Arric the Glorious, a 
former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Arric and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 1 CP.

694: This is a huge, half-circular silver coin. It dates to the reign of Karraren the Ambitious, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts a centaur and the back, a winged horse. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat.
It is worth 1 SP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

695: This is a medium-sized, 14-sided silver coin. It is from the reign of Mardithar the Great, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Mardithar and the back, a centaur. It is worth 1 SP.

696: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Orreth the Handsome, a former ruler of this
country. The face depicts Queen Consort Ararrosia and the back, a feather. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 4 SP.

697: This is a small, hexagonal electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Denmona the Terrible, the former 
ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts Prince Consort Tadeask and the back, a national emblem. It is worn,



which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 2 SP.

698: This is a small, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Valnarkosa the Black, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a bull. It is worth 3 SP.

699: This is a huge, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Mararkisa the Brave, the former ruler of a lost kingdom. 
The face depicts Prince Consort Karphoren and the back, a sun. It is worth 6 SP.

700: This is a small, round copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Tarathar the Black, the former ruler of an 
ancient kingdom. The face depicts King Tarathar and the back, a soldier. It is worth 1 CP. Possessing this coin is a 
crime in some places..

701: This is a small, round bronze coin. It is from the reign of Althrakis the Great, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts King Althrakis and the back, a heraldic eagle. It appears to be worth 1 CP. it is a rare coin, 
worth as much as 3 GP to certain collectors. Unfortunately, it is obviously counterfeit and worthless.

702: This is a large, triangular silver coin. It is from the reign of Kadericia the Valiant, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Queen Kadericia and the back, Prince Consort Andarakis. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its 
value. It is worth 7 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 2 GP to certain collectors.

703: This is a medium-sized, hexagonal silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Ararrethia the Bastard, the 
former ruler of an ancient kingdom. The face depicts Queen Ararrethia and the back, Prince Consort Dadaren. It is 
worth 1 SP. It is 30% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Ararrethia is a legendary heroine there.

704: This is a medium-sized, round mithril coin. It is from the reign of Mikis the Unlucky, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Mikis and the back, a wolf. It is worth 30 GP.

705: This is a large, square silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Karmonia the White, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Karmonia and the back, a sphinx. It is worth 2 SP.

706: This is a large, round platinum coin with a square hole in the center. It dates to the reign of Amrask the 
Victorious, the former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts King Amrask and the back, Queen Consort 
Karratacisa. It is worth 15 GP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

707: This is a small, round gold coin. It dates to the reign of Kanarrethisa VII, a former ruler of this country. The face 
depicts a national emblem and the back, a boar. It is worth 7 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 9 GP to certain 
collectors.

708: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Althraask the Valiant, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a cat. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. 
It is worth 1 CP.

709: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Ramros the Terrible, a former ruler 
of this country. The face depicts King Ramros and the back, Queen Consort Maririca. It is worth 1 SP.

710: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin with a round hole in the center. It is from the reign of Valtac the 
Ambitious, the former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts King Valtac and the back, a lion. It is worth 1 
CP.

711: This is a small, round platinum coin. It dates to the reign of Devertharia the Red, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Queen Devertharia and the back, Prince Consort Arthas. It is worth 7 GP.

712: This is a large, triangular gold coin. It is from the reign of Katac the Great, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts Queen Consort Matacisa and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 1 GP.



713: This is a medium-sized, round mithril coin, set with 4 small garnets,. It was minted during the reign of 
Ramdathas the Bastard, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts a crown and the back, an owl. It is worth 300
GP.

714: This is a tiny, round silver coin with a round hole in the center. It is from the reign of Altac the Wise, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts King Altac and the back, Queen Consort Amthrarosisa. It is worth 3 CP.

715: This is a medium-sized, round platinum coin. It was minted during the reign of Daramas II, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts King Daramas and the back, Queen Consort Tarosia. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 8 GP. It is a magical coin, answering one yes/no question a day when flipped.

716: This is a large, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Ornarthas the Unlucky, a former ruler of this country. The
face depicts King Ornarthas and the back, a crown. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It was minted at a 
time when coins were heavily debased. It is worth 3 CP.

717: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin. It is from the reign of Mamakis the Elder, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Mamakis and the back, a deity. It is worth 2 CP. Possessing this coin is a crime in 
some places..

718: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin. It is from the reign of Kathrathas the Grim, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Kathrathas and the back, a mythical hero. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its 
value. It is worth 1 CP.

719: This is a huge, round gold coin. It is from the reign of Ormasisa the Victorious, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Queen Ormasisa and the back, Prince Consort Ramarmas. It is worth 3 GP. It is 120% more 
valuable to residents of that kingdom because Ormasisa is a legendary heroine there.

720: This is a small, triangular electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Arnaros the Bald, a former ruler of this
country. The face depicts King Arnaros and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 2 SP.

721: This is a large, hexagonal gold coin with a star-shaped hole in the center. It is from the reign of Valmasa the 
Mighty, the former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Valmasa and the back, Prince Consort 
Rarikis. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 1 GP.

722: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Marmonia the Mad, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts Queen Marmonia and the back, a scenic landscape. It is worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, 
worth as much as 3 GP to certain collectors.

723: This is a tiny, hexagonal electrum coin. It is from the reign of Amretha the Terrible, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Queen Amretha and the back, a boar's head. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is 
worth 1 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 10 GP to certain collectors.

724: This is a huge, round platinum coin, set with 3 tiny emeralds,. It was minted during the reign of Arderros the 
Bastard, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Arderros and the back, a deity. It is worth 1500 GP. In 
addition, it is 70% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Arderros is considered a legendary hero 
there.

725: This is a medium-sized, 12-sided electrum coin. It is from the reign of Ramkis the Victorious, the former ruler of 
a neighboring country. The face depicts King Ramkis and the back, a hunting horn. It is worth 5 SP.

726: This is a medium-sized, half-circular electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Alderros the Mighty, the former ruler 
of a neighboring country. The face depicts King Alderros and the back, a crown. It is worth 2 SP.



727: This is a small, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Kadetac the Great, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts King Kadetac and the back, Queen Consort Alrethia. It is worth 7 CP.

728: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Karmarthar the Younger, a 
former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Karmarthar and the back, a boar. It is worth 5 SP.

729: This is a huge, triangular iron coin. It was minted during the reign of Valkisa the Younger, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Valkisa and the back, a horse. It is worth 4 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 8
GP to certain collectors.

730: This is a medium-sized, oval bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Ormaros the Great, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts King Ormaros and the back, Queen Consort Artaca. It is worn, which reduces its value
somewhat. It is worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 10 GP to certain collectors.

731: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Arnarmas the Conqueror, the former ruler 
of a distant land. The face depicts a bat and the back, a triton. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is 
worth 4 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 5 GP to certain collectors.

732: This is a small, hexagonal electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Arros the Black, a former ruler of this
country. The face depicts a frog and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It is worth 3 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as 
much as 8 GP to certain collectors.

733: This is a tiny, square silver coin. It dates to the reign of Ramphothasa the Righteous, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Ramphothasa and the back, Prince Consort Damon. It is worth 3 CP.

734: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin. It is from the reign of Denderos the Victorious, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts King Denderos and the back, Queen Consort Armasia. It is worth 1 GP. It is a rare 
coin, worth as much as 6 GP to certain collectors.

735: This is a huge, round gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Kanamona the Great, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Kanamona and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 3 GP. It is a rare coin, 
worth as much as 24 GP to certain collectors.

736: This is a large, octagonal adamantium coin with a square hole in the center. It is from the reign of Tatac the 
Red, the former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Consort Arriricia and the back, a dog. It is 
worth 28 GP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

737: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It is from the reign of Ramthramasia the Unready, the former ruler 
of an ancient kingdom. The face depicts Queen Ramthramasia and the back, Prince Consort Miarrask. It is worth 2 
CP.

738: This is a large, crescent-shaped silver coin. It is from the reign of Amdemasisa the White, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Amdemasisa and the back, Prince Consort Ankis. It is worth 8 CP.

739: This is a large, round mithril coin. It was minted during the reign of Tatharia the Glorious, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts a mythical hero and the back, a dog. It is worth 45 GP. It is 40% more valuable to 
residents of that kingdom because Tatharia is considered a legendary heroine there.

740: This is a small, triangular mithril coin with a square hole in the center. It is from the reign of Almarros the Brave, 
the former ruler of a lost kingdom. The face depicts King Almarros and the back, a dragon. It is worn, which reduces 
its value somewhat. It is worth 20 GP.

741: This is a tiny, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Mardaraska the Ambitious, the former ruler of an 
ancient kingdom. The face depicts Queen Mardaraska and the back, an axe. It is worn, which reduces its value 



somewhat. It is worth 1 CP.

742: This is a huge, triangular gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Ratac the Younger, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a heraldic eagle. It is worth 2 GP. It is 70% more 
valuable to residents of that kingdom because Ratac is considered a legendary hero there.

743: This is a large, round gold coin. It is from the reign of Karramonia the Black, the former ruler of a distant land. 
The face depicts Queen Karramonia and the back, a deity. It is worth 2 GP.

744: This is a medium-sized, half-circular mithril coin. It dates to the reign of Orderkisia the Magnificent, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts a dragon and the back, a bat. It is worth 15 GP.

745: This is a medium-sized, 12-sided gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Marnarkos IX, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts King Marnarkos and the back, an owl. It is worth 1 GP. Possessing this coin is a crime 
in some places..

746: This is a huge, round platinum coin. It is from the reign of Dendatacisa the Terrible, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Dendatacisa and the back, Prince Consort Arthas. It is worth 30 GP.

747: This is a large, half-circular copper coin. It dates to the reign of Dathasa IX, the former ruler of a distant land. 
The face depicts Queen Dathasa and the back, Prince Consort Kaverrask. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its 
value. It is worth 1 CP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

748: This is a small, triangular copper coin. It is from the reign of Antac the Red, the former ruler of a distant land. 
The face depicts King Antac and the back, a sword. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 1 CP. It 
is 20% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Antac is considered a legendary hero there.

749: This is a small, round silver coin with an octagonal hole in the center. It is from the reign of Kadiros the Unlucky,
a former ruler of this country. The face depicts a crown and the back, a horse. It is worth 7 CP. Possessing this coin 
is a crime in some places..

750: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It is from the reign of Derakos the Younger, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Derakos and the back, a deity. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is 
worth 4 SP.

751: This is a small, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Orartacisa the Confessor, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Prince Consort Marvermon and the back, a mythical hero. It is worth 7 CP.

752: This is a tiny, crescent-shaped electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Taverthar the Bastard, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts a spear and the back, a monkey. It is worth 8 CP.

753: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Dathasa the Fat, the former ruler
of a neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Dathasa and the back, Prince Consort Alros. It is worn, which 
reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 4 SP.

754: This is a medium-sized, round platinum coin. It dates to the reign of Kakisisa the Bastard, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Prince Consort Ramtac and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 10 GP.

755: This is a tiny, round bronze coin. It is from the reign of Arraretha the Magnificent, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Arraretha and the back, Prince Consort Anderen. It is worth 1 CP. It is 
170% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Arraretha is considered a legendary heroine there.

756: This is a tiny, round mithril coin. It was minted during the reign of Dedekosisa the Grim, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Dedekosisa and the back, Prince Consort Denrask. It is worth 10 GP. It is a rare 



coin, worth as much as 90 GP to certain collectors.

757: This is a huge, octagonal gold coin. It is from the reign of Valthasisa the Mad, the former ruler of an ancient 
kingdom. The face depicts Queen Valthasisa and the back, Prince Consort Raderic. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 3 GP. It is 200% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Valthasisa is 
considered a legendary heroine there.

758: This is a large, round bronze coin. It is from the reign of Kararaska the Wise, the former ruler of a distant land. 
The face depicts Prince Consort Valdimon and the back, a cockatrice. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. 
It is worth 2 CP.

759: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Mamarkos the Righteous, a former
ruler of this country. The face depicts King Mamarkos and the back, Queen Consort Ranarrosisa. It is worth 2 CP.

760: This is a large, crescent-shaped platinum coin. It is from the reign of Marrask the Great, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Consort Kardertacia and the back, a crown. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 6 GP.

761: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Amnarren the Fat, the former ruler 
of a distant land. The face depicts a crown and the back, a lion. It is worth 1 CP.

762: This is a small, octagonal silver coin. It dates to the reign of Tarosa the Great, the former ruler of a distant land. 
The face depicts a sun and the back, a cat. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is worth 5 CP.

763: This is a large, crescent-shaped iron coin. It is from the reign of Karverkis the Victorious, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Karverkis and the back, a sphinx. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It 
was minted at a time when coins were heavily debased. It is worth 7 bits.

764: This is a large, round copper coin. It is from the reign of Anrikos the Cruel, the former ruler of a distant land. 
The face depicts King Anrikos and the back, a castle. It is worth 2 CP.

765: This is a medium-sized, round iron coin. It was minted during the reign of Karthrarosia the Lawgiver, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts Prince Consort Annarmon and the back, a scenic landscape. It is worth 2 CP. It
is 200% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Karthrarosia is considered a legendary heroine there.

766: This is a huge, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Arphomon the Glorious, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts a mythical hero and the back, a holy symbol. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is 
worth 2 CP.

767: This is a small, hexagonal silver coin. It dates to the reign of Amtacia the Confessor, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Amtacia and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It was minted at a time when coins 
were heavily debased. It is worth 5 CP.

768: This is a tiny, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Valdiphoreth the Mad, the former ruler of a distant land. 
The face depicts a sun and the back, an axe. It is worth 3 CP. It is 170% more valuable to residents of that kingdom 
because Valdiphoreth is considered a legendary hero there.

769: This is a tiny, oval mithril coin, set with 1 small peridot,. It was minted during the reign of Karkos the Brave, a 
former ruler of this country. The face depicts an octopus and the back, a mythical hero. It was minted at a time when 
coins were heavily debased. It is worth 33 GP.

770: This is a tiny, round silver coin with a round hole in the center. It dates to the reign of Darosa VI, a former ruler 
of this country. The face depicts Queen Darosa and the back, Prince Consort Makos. It is worn, which reduces its 
value somewhat. It is worth 2 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 8 GP to certain collectors.



771: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Taarros II, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts a mythical hero and the back, a heraldic eagle. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 8 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 5 GP to certain collectors.

772: This is a small, hexagonal bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Danarmonia V, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Danarmonia and the back, Prince Consort Denkis. It is worth 1 CP.

773: This is a medium-sized, round mithril coin. It is from the reign of Deraros the Bald, the former ruler of a distant 
land. The face depicts a mythical hero and the back, a falcon. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It was 
minted at a time when coins were heavily debased. It is worth 14 GP.

774: This is a large, oval electrum coin. It is from the reign of Ramrimasia the Great, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Queen Ramrimasia and the back, Prince Consort Damarthar. It is worth 8 SP. It is a rare coin, 
worth as much as 6 GP to certain collectors.

775: This is a small, oval electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Miderica VIII, the former ruler of a distant 
land. The face depicts Queen Miderica and the back, Prince Consort Kathas. It is very worn, which greatly reduces 
its value. It is worth 3 SP. It is 10% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Miderica is considered a 
legendary heroine there.

776: This is a large, hexagonal adamantium coin. It is from the reign of Taros VIII, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts King Taros and the back, a deity. It is worth 27 GP.

777: This is a tiny, oval gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Rareth the Younger, a former ruler of this country.
The face depicts King Rareth and the back, a deity. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 3 SP. It 
is 200% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Rareth is a legendary hero there.

778: This is a small, round platinum coin. It is from the reign of Tanarrosisa the Great, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Queen Tanarrosisa and the back, a deity. It was minted at a time when coins were heavily 
debased. It is worth 3 GP.

779: This is a large, 13-sided gold coin. It is from the reign of Amtharia the Unlucky, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts Queen Amtharia and the back, a sun. It is worth 3 GP.

780: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It is from the reign of Valask the Valiant, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts King Valask and the back, Queen Consort Anderkisisa. It is worn, which 
reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 1 CP.

781: This is a large, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Manarmas the Magnificent, a former ruler of this country.
The face depicts King Manarmas and the back, Queen Consort Darosisa. It is worth 2 SP.

782: This is a medium-sized, oval silver coin. It dates to the reign of Valdiric the Fat, the former ruler of an ancient 
kingdom. The face depicts King Valdiric and the back, Queen Consort Annarricisa. It is worth 2 SP.

783: This is a medium-sized, round adamantium coin with a square hole in the center. It dates to the reign of 
Miarrask the Glorious, the former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts King Miarrask and the back, a 
heraldic coat of arms. It is worth 20 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 60 GP to certain collectors.

784: This is a medium-sized, hexagonal copper coin. It is from the reign of Orramonisa the Bastard, a former ruler of
this country. The face depicts a wizard's tower and the back, a heraldic eagle. It is worth 1 CP.

785: This is a tiny, round bronze coin. It is from the reign of Anricia the Great, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts Queen Anricia and the back, a national emblem. It is worn, which reduces its value 



somewhat. It is worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 9 GP to certain collectors.

786: This is a huge, irregularly shaped bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Oraskia the Beautiful, the 
former ruler of a distant land. The face depicts Queen Oraskia and the back, a deity. It is worth 5 CP. It is 180% 
more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Oraskia is a legendary heroine there.

787: This is a huge, star-shaped gold coin. It is from the reign of Marask VIII, a former ruler of this country. The face 
depicts King Marask and the back, a sword. It is worth 2 GP.

788: This is a medium-sized, wedge-shaped mithril coin. It was minted during the reign of Valarmon the Red, a 
former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Valarmon and the back, a wizard. It is worn, which reduces its 
value somewhat. It is worth 17 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 119 GP to certain collectors.

789: This is a huge, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Amkis X, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts King Amkis and the back, a wolf. It is worth 3 SP.

790: This is a medium-sized, round platinum coin. It was minted during the reign of Almasia the Cruel, the former 
ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Almasia and the back, a tiger. It is worth 10 GP.

791: This is a large, oval silver coin with a round hole in the center. It is from the reign of Valrask the Lawgiver, a 
former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Valrask and the back, Queen Consort Karosisa. It is worth 2 SP. It 
is a rare coin, worth as much as 7 GP to certain collectors.

792: This is a medium-sized, 13-sided electrum coin. It is from the reign of Dedermas the Unready, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts King Dedermas and the back, Queen Consort Mirenisa. It is worth 5 SP.

793: This is a large, round adamantium coin. It dates to the reign of Markisa the Black, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Queen Markisa and the back, Prince Consort Anrask. It is worth 30 GP.

794: This is a tiny, round gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Armarkos the Magnificent, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Armarkos and the back, a horse. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is 
worth 2 SP. It is 30% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Armarkos is considered a legendary hero 
there.

795: This is a medium-sized, round iron coin with a hexagonal hole in the center. It is from the reign of Karderkis the 
Cruel, the former ruler of an ancient kingdom. The face depicts King Karderkis and the back, Queen Consort 
Raaraskia. It is worth 3 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 7 GP to certain collectors.

796: This is a large, hexagonal silver coin. It is from the reign of Marakos the Bastard, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Queen Consort Mardirenisa and the back, a gryphon. It is worth 1 SP.

797: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It is from the reign of Marric the Terrible, the former ruler of a distant
land. The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a holy symbol. It is worth 1 CP.

798: This is a small, round copper coin. It is from the reign of Tarakisia the Younger, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Prince Consort Deren and the back, a crown. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is 
worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 6 GP to certain collectors.

799: This is a small, round copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Amric the Lawgiver, the former ruler of an 
ancient kingdom. The face depicts King Amric and the back, Queen Consort Mivernarretha. It is very worn, which 
greatly reduces its value. It is worth 1 CP.

800: This is a large, round platinum coin. It is from the reign of Alphoric the Conqueror, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts King Alphoric and the back, a sun. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 11 GP.



801: This is a small, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Denrask the Great, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts King Denrask and the back, Queen Consort Raraska. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is
worth 5 CP.

802: This is a small, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Dethrathara the Victorious, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Dethrathara and the back, Prince Consort Aldethrarask. It is worth 3 
SP.

803: This is a tiny, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Dearkis the Handsome, the former ruler of a distant 
land. The face depicts a wyvern and the back, a mythical hero. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is 
worth 1 SP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

804: This is a small, round iron coin. It was minted during the reign of Denrithas the Righteous, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Denrithas and the back, a crown. It is worth 1 CP.

805: This is a huge, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Karnaraskia the Lawgiver, the former ruler of 
a distant land. The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a dragon. It is worth 3 SP. Possessing this coin is a
crime in some places..

806: This is a medium-sized, square silver coin. It dates to the reign of Denreth the Magnificent, a former ruler of this
country. The face depicts a lion and the back, an axe. It is worth 1 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 7 GP to 
certain collectors.

807: This is a huge, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Karmamon the Unlucky, the former ruler of a neighboring
country. The face depicts a crown and the back, a horse. It is worth 3 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 2 GP to 
certain collectors.

808: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin with a round hole in the center. It is from the reign of Karmarrethisa 
the Black, the former ruler of an ancient kingdom. The face depicts a cockatrice and the back, a national emblem. It 
is worth 2 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 7 GP to certain collectors.

809: This is a small, shield-shaped gold coin. It is from the reign of Denphorethia II, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Queen Denphorethia and the back, a wizard. It is worth 6 SP. Possessing this coin is a crime in 
some places..

810: This is a tiny, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Rathar VI, the former ruler of a distant land.
The face depicts an axe and the back, a mythical hero. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 1 
SP.

811: This is a large, round adamantium coin. It was minted during the reign of Tadirask the Lawgiver, a former ruler 
of this country. The face depicts King Tadirask and the back, a boar. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It 
is worth 22 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 132 GP to certain collectors.

812: This is a tiny, round bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Raask the Terrible, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Raask and the back, a crown. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is 
worth 1 CP.

813: This is a small, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Valphotacia the Mad, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Valphotacia and the back, an owl. It is worth 7 CP.

814: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Ramakos the White, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Consort Amthasa and the back, a cockatrice. It is worth 2 CP.



815: This is a large, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Mithara the Great, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts Queen Mithara and the back, a swan. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is worth 1 SP.

816: This is a small, round adamantium coin. It was minted during the reign of Marakis the Black, the former ruler of 
a distant land. The face depicts Queen Consort Amnarkosisa and the back, a spear. It is worn, which reduces its 
value somewhat. It is worth 10 GP.

817: This is a large, oval platinum coin with a round hole in the center. It dates to the reign of Demadathar the Wise, 
the former ruler of a lost kingdom. The face depicts King Demadathar and the back, a goblet. It is worth 33 GP.

818: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Midetaca the Confessor, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Midetaca and the back, Prince Consort Ramon. It is worn, which 
reduces its value somewhat. It was minted at a time when coins were heavily debased. It is worth 2 CP.

819: This is a medium-sized, round iron coin with a round hole in the center. It was minted during the reign of 
Denderren the Bastard, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Denderren and the back, a dragon. It is 
worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 2 CP.

820: This is a large, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Ammarkos the Confessor, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts Queen Consort Taderaskia and the back, a winged horse. It is worth 8 SP. It is a rare 
coin, worth as much as 1 GP to certain collectors.

821: This is a large, half-circular silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Midiretha the Unready, a former ruler of
this country. The face depicts Queen Midiretha and the back, a deity. It is worth 8 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much
as 1 GP to certain collectors.

822: This is a small, round gold coin. It is from the reign of Taderic X, the former ruler of a distant land. The face 
depicts King Taderic and the back, Queen Consort Raderdekosia. It is worth 7 SP.

823: This is a large, round platinum coin. It is from the reign of Valric IX, a former ruler of this country. The face 
depicts King Valric and the back, a soldier. It is worth 15 GP. It is 110% more valuable to residents of that kingdom 
because Valric is considered a legendary hero there.

824: This is a large, octagonal electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Kanarmas the Great, a former ruler of
this country. The face depicts King Kanarmas and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 7 SP. Possessing this 
coin is a crime in some places..

825: This is a small, hexagonal electrum coin. It is from the reign of Marthasa the Cruel, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Marthasa and the back, an octopus. It is worn, which reduces its value
somewhat. It is worth 2 SP.

826: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Almonisa the Mad, the former 
ruler of a distant land. The face depicts Queen Almonisa and the back, Prince Consort Rathar. It is worth 5 SP. It is a
rare coin, worth as much as 7 GP to certain collectors.

827: This is a small, round iron coin. It is from the reign of Amkisisa the Valiant, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts Queen Amkisisa and the back, Prince Consort Kademon. It is worth 1 CP.

828: This is a large, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Anmarmasia the Glorious, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Anmarmasia and the back, Prince Consort Alderren. It is worn, which 
reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 1 SP.

829: This is a small, crescent-shaped copper coin. It dates to the reign of Denthas the Fat, the former ruler of an 
ancient kingdom. The face depicts a crown and the back, a gryphon. It is worth 1 CP.



830: This is a small, oval silver coin with a square hole in the center. It was minted during the reign of Marros the 
Valiant, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts a mythical hero and the back, a bat. It is worn, which reduces 
its value somewhat. It is worth 5 CP.

831: This is a small, round iron coin. It dates to the reign of Kathas the Red, a former ruler of this country. The face 
depicts Queen Consort Valaska and the back, a mythical hero. It is worth 1 CP. It is 80% more valuable to residents 
of that kingdom because Kathas is considered a legendary hero there.

832: This is a small, star-shaped gold coin. It dates to the reign of Mirask the Unready, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts a centaur and the back, a mythical hero. It was minted at a time when coins were heavily debased. 
It is worth 1 SP.

833: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Martac the Righteous, a former ruler
of this country. The face depicts King Martac and the back, Queen Consort Mimarenia. It is worth 1 SP.

834: This is a small, triangular platinum coin. It was minted during the reign of Valricisa the Black, the former ruler of 
a neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Valricisa and the back, Prince Consort Mamathrakos. It is worth 4 
GP.

835: This is a small, round copper coin. It is from the reign of Kaarros the Great, the former ruler of an ancient 
kingdom. The face depicts King Kaarros and the back, Queen Consort Ramrosia. It is worth 1 CP.

836: This is a medium-sized, octagonal copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Amnarrenisa the Glorious, a 
former ruler of this country. The face depicts Queen Amnarrenisa and the back, a falcon. It is worth 1 CP.

837: This is a small, octagonal copper coin. It dates to the reign of Ravermas IX, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts King Ravermas and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 10
GP to certain collectors.

838: This is a medium-sized, oval bronze coin. It is from the reign of Denthas the Grim, a former ruler of this country.
The face depicts King Denthas and the back, a national emblem. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is 
worth 1 CP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

839: This is a small, round copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Anrenisa III, the former ruler of an ancient 
kingdom. The face depicts Prince Consort Dearrask and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 1 CP. It is a rare 
coin, worth as much as 6 GP to certain collectors.

840: This is a tiny, round bronze coin. It is from the reign of Aldatac the Magnificent, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts King Aldatac and the back, Queen Consort Arrenisa. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. 
It is worth 1 CP.

841: This is a small, round platinum coin. It was minted during the reign of Valverrask the Handsome, a former ruler 
of this country. The face depicts King Valverrask and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 7 GP. It is 90% more 
valuable to residents of that kingdom because Valverrask is a legendary hero there.

842: This is a large, round bronze coin with a round hole in the center. It is from the reign of Mararthasia the 
Confessor, the former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Mararthasia and the back, Prince 
Consort Karratac. It is worth 2 CP.

843: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Ramreth V, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts King Ramreth and the back, a crown. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 4 SP.



844: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Orkisisa the Victorious, the former 
ruler of a distant land. The face depicts Queen Orkisisa and the back, a bow and arrow. It is worn, which reduces its 
value somewhat. It is worth 8 SP.

845: This is a small, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Denthraros the Elder, the former ruler of a 
lost kingdom. The face depicts King Denthraros and the back, Queen Consort Damasia. It is worth 1 SP. Possessing
this coin is a crime in some places..

846: This is a medium-sized, round platinum coin. It dates to the reign of Denmon VIII, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Queen Consort Marricia and the back, a bull. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is 
worth 8 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 48 GP to certain collectors.

847: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin with a square hole in the center. It is from the reign of Kathas the 
White, the former ruler of a lost kingdom. The face depicts King Kathas and the back, a sword. It is worth 2 SP.

848: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It is from the reign of Karmaren the Black, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts a winged horse and the back, a bow and arrow. It is worth 1 CP.

849: This is a medium-sized, round iron coin. It was minted during the reign of Raverthas the Valiant, the former 
ruler of an ancient kingdom. The face depicts King Raverthas and the back, Queen Consort Valthratacisa. It is very 
worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is worth 2 CP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

850: This is a large, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Valthramas the Great, the former ruler of a distant 
land. The face depicts Queen Consort Amtharisa and the back, a mythical hero. It is worth 2 CP. It is a rare coin, 
worth as much as 4 GP to certain collectors.

851: This is a small, triangular bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Kardimonia VII, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Kardimonia and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It is worth 1 CP. It is 160% more 
valuable to residents of that kingdom because Kardimonia is a legendary heroine there.

852: This is a medium-sized, star-shaped copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Arthasa the Terrible, the 
former ruler of an ancient kingdom. The face depicts Queen Arthasa and the back, a dragon. It is worn, which 
reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 10 GP to certain collectors.

853: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin. It dates to the reign of Ramverthraros the Terrible, the former ruler of a
neighboring country. The face depicts King Ramverthraros and the back, a temple. It is worth 1 GP. It is 190% more 
valuable to residents of that kingdom because Ramverthraros is considered a legendary hero there.

854: This is a medium-sized, wedge-shaped silver coin. It dates to the reign of Rammas V, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts King Rammas and the back, a goblet. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It 
is worth 6 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 2 GP to certain collectors.

855: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Karderaskisa the Confessor, the former ruler 
of a distant land. The face depicts Queen Karderaskisa and the back, a knight on horseback. It is worth 2 CP. 
Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

856: This is a large, round copper coin with a hexagonal hole in the center. It was minted during the reign of Dekis 
the Great, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Dekis and the back, Queen Consort 
Valnarmarraskisa. It is worth 2 CP.

857: This is a medium-sized, 14-sided silver coin. It dates to the reign of Ramnarthar the Confessor, the former ruler 
of a distant land. The face depicts Queen Consort Tamasia and the back, a bat. It is worth 1 SP.

858: This is a huge, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Denvermas the Just, the former ruler of a distant land. 



The face depicts King Denvermas and the back, a crown. It is worth 3 SP.

859: This is a large, 13-sided platinum coin, set with 3 small aquamarines,. It dates to the reign of Orramas the 
Lawgiver, the former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts King Orramas and the back, a national 
emblem. It is worth 570 GP.

860: This is a medium-sized, round adamantium coin. It was minted during the reign of Denkis the Brave, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts King Denkis and the back, a horse. It is worth 20 GP.

861: This is a small, round adamantium coin. It was minted during the reign of Karmon the Black, the former ruler of 
a neighboring country. The face depicts King Karmon and the back, Queen Consort Karethisa. It is worth 13 GP. It is
a rare coin, worth as much as 91 GP to certain collectors.

862: This is a huge, octagonal mithril coin. It is from the reign of Ormarretha the Terrible, the former ruler of a distant 
land. The face depicts Prince Consort Valrimon and the back, a mythical hero. It is worth 85 GP. Possessing this 
coin is a crime in some places..

863: This is a large, hexagonal copper coin. It is from the reign of Althrareth the Fat, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts King Althrareth and the back, Queen Consort Armonisa. It is worth 1 CP.

864: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Anthrathar the Unready, a former ruler of this
country. The face depicts Queen Consort Mimonia and the back, a deity. It is worth 2 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as 
much as 6 GP to certain collectors.

865: This is a huge, round mithril coin. It was minted during the reign of Ratharia the Terrible, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Ratharia and the back, a deity. It is worth 90 GP.

866: This is a medium-sized, crescent-shaped copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Deriask the Confessor, 
a former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Deriask and the back, a crown. It is worn, which reduces its 
value somewhat. It is worth 1 CP.

867: This is a huge, round electrum coin. It is from the reign of Orarmonia the Great, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts Queen Orarmonia and the back, an elephant. It is worth 3 GP.

868: This is a large, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Dakis the Black, the former ruler of a lost kingdom. The 
face depicts King Dakis and the back, Queen Consort Alricia. It is worth 3 SP.

869: This is a tiny, triangular copper coin with a round hole in the center. It is from the reign of Anros the Mighty, the 
former ruler of an ancient kingdom. The face depicts a warhammer and the back, a wolf. It is worth 1 CP.

870: This is a small, round bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Ormonia the Great, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts a wizard and the back, a crown. It is worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 10 GP 
to certain collectors.

871: This is a huge, round electrum coin. It is from the reign of Detaca the Magnificent, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Prince Consort Karthar and the back, an owl. It is worth 2 GP.

872: This is a medium-sized, round platinum coin. It dates to the reign of Rathasisa the Fat, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts Queen Rathasisa and the back, a deity. It is worth 10 GP.

873: This is a large, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Kadetac the Lawgiver, the former ruler of a 
lost kingdom. The face depicts King Kadetac and the back, a mythical hero. It is worth 3 SP.



874: This is a small, round copper coin. It is from the reign of Rakis the Ambitious, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts a national emblem and the back, a soldier. It is worth 1 CP.

875: This is a medium-sized, star-shaped electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Raricisa the Unlucky, the 
former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts a heraldic coat of arms and the back, a dragon. It is worth 4 
SP. It is 170% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Raricisa is a legendary heroine there.

876: This is a tiny, wedge-shaped gold coin. It dates to the reign of Marenia the Mighty, a former ruler of this country.
The face depicts Queen Marenia and the back, a sun. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is worth 2 
SP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

877: This is a large, hexagonal gold coin. It is from the reign of Anmarkisisa the Elder, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Queen Anmarkisisa and the back, Prince Consort Damon. It is worth 1 GP. It is 90% more valuable 
to residents of that kingdom because Anmarkisisa is considered a legendary heroine there.

878: This is a small, round adamantium coin. It was minted during the reign of Denmartacia the Ambitious, the 
former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Denmartacia and the back, Prince Consort Daren. It 
is worth 13 GP. In addition, possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

879: This is a large, star-shaped silver coin. It dates to the reign of Mamasisa the Just, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Queen Mamasisa and the back, a deity. It is worth 1 SP.

880: This is a tiny, round electrum coin. It is from the reign of Mikosisa the Great, the former ruler of an ancient 
kingdom. The face depicts Queen Mikosisa and the back, an owl. It is worth 2 SP.

881: This is a medium-sized, round iron coin with a round hole in the center. It dates to the reign of Kamarraskisa 
the Beautiful, the former ruler of a lost kingdom. The face depicts Queen Kamarraskisa and the back, a heraldic 
eagle. It is worth 4 CP.

882: This is a huge, square adamantium coin. It was minted during the reign of Marmarricisa the Cruel, the former 
ruler of a distant land. The face depicts a national emblem and the back, an elephant. It is worn, which reduces its 
value somewhat. It is worth 45 GP.

883: This is a tiny, round bronze coin. It is from the reign of Ornarraskisa IX, the former ruler of a distant land. The 
face depicts Queen Ornarraskisa and the back, a national emblem. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It
is worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 9 GP to certain collectors.

884: This is a medium-sized, half-circular platinum coin. It is from the reign of Demaros the Lawgiver, a former ruler 
of this country. The face depicts King Demaros and the back, Queen Consort Kanademonisa. It is worth 5 GP. It is 
50% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Demaros is a legendary hero there.

885: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Mitac the Terrible, the former ruler 
of an ancient kingdom. The face depicts King Mitac and the back, a boar. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 2 CP.

886: This is a tiny, round gold coin. It is from the reign of Mirethisa the Ambitious, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts Queen Mirethisa and the back, Prince Consort Arric. It is worth 3 SP.

887: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Raask the Great, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts King Raask and the back, a winged horse. It is worth 2 CP.

888: This is a huge, round gold coin with a round hole in the center. It is from the reign of Kardaric the Great, a 
former ruler of this country. The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a dragon. It is worth 3 GP. Possessing
this coin is a crime in some places..



889: This is a tiny, round iron coin. It is from the reign of Denthrathara VI, a former ruler of this country. The face 
depicts Queen Denthrathara and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It is worth 1 CP.

890: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin with a round hole in the center. It dates to the reign of Ordereth the 
Great, the former ruler of a distant land. The face depicts King Ordereth and the back, a bull. It was minted at a time 
when coins were heavily debased. It is worth 4 CP.

891: This is a small, octagonal bronze coin with a round hole in the center. It was minted during the reign of Rakosia 
VII, the former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Rakosia and the back, Prince Consort 
Ramarreth. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 1 CP.

892: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Denarrosa the Ambitious, the former ruler of 
a neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Denarrosa and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 2 CP.

893: This is a large, crescent-shaped iron coin. It dates to the reign of Ammarthara the Confessor, the former ruler of
a neighboring country. The face depicts a crown and the back, a building. It is worth 2 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as 
much as 8 GP to certain collectors.

894: This is a large, round platinum coin. It was minted during the reign of Marrathara the Victorious, the former ruler
of a lost kingdom. The face depicts Queen Marrathara and the back, Prince Consort Kakos. It is very worn, which 
greatly reduces its value. It was minted at a time when coins were heavily debased. It is worth 11 GP.

895: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Anask the Victorious, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts King Anask and the back, Queen Consort Alrica. It is worth 2 CP. It is 180% 
more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Anask is a legendary hero there.

896: This is a large, half-circular silver coin. It is from the reign of Mirask the Confessor, a former ruler of this country.
The face depicts King Mirask and the back, Queen Consort Rammakosia. It is worth 8 CP. Possessing this coin is a 
crime in some places..

897: This is a medium-sized, round adamantium coin. It is from the reign of Orkis the Lawgiver, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a frog and the back, a sphinx. It is worth 20 GP. It is a lucky coin, making the user 5% 
luckier.

898: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin with a square hole in the center. It was minted during the reign of 
Kathas II, the former ruler of a distant land. The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a bat. It is worth 1 CP.

899: This is a huge, 12-sided silver coin with a hexagonal hole in the center. It is from the reign of Raderkos the 
Lawgiver, the former ruler of an ancient kingdom. The face depicts King Raderkos and the back, Queen Consort 
Deaskia. It is worth 4 SP.

900: This is a medium-sized, round platinum coin with an octagonal hole in the center. It is from the reign of 
Midermas the Wise, the former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts King Midermas and the back, a 
national emblem. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is worth 8 GP. It is an unlucky coin, making the 
user 10% unluckier.

901: This is a small, 9-sided adamantium coin. It dates to the reign of Marrena the Victorious, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts Queen Marrena and the back, a monkey. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 9 GP.

902: This is a medium-sized, round iron coin. It is from the reign of Ramareth the Grim, the former ruler of an ancient
kingdom. The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a pine tree. It is worth 3 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as 
much as 8 GP to certain collectors.



903: This is a large, triangular gold coin. It is from the reign of Anramon the Fat, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts King Anramon and the back, Queen Consort Valtharisa. It is worth 1 GP. It is 140% more valuable to 
residents of that kingdom because Anramon is considered a legendary hero there.

904: This is a tiny, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Orricia the Fat, a former ruler of this country. The face 
depicts Queen Orricia and the back, Prince Consort Karthratac. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is 
worth 2 CP. It is a lucky coin, making the user 10% luckier.

905: This is a small, round mithril coin, set with 4 small peridots,. It dates to the reign of Miarthar the Unlucky, the 
former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts a stylized rose and the back, a crown. It is worn, which 
reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 742 GP. In addition, possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

906: This is a tiny, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Ranarkisa the Fat, the former ruler of an 
ancient kingdom. The face depicts Queen Ranarkisa and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 2 SP.

907: This is a small, triangular copper coin. It dates to the reign of Dedeask the Great, the former ruler of a distant 
land. The face depicts King Dedeask and the back, a crown. It is worth 1 CP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some
places..

908: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Anmonisa the Righteous, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Prince Consort Marireth and the back, a sun. It is worth 1 SP. It is 60% more valuable to 
residents of that kingdom because Anmonisa is a legendary heroine there.

909: This is a large, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Matharisa the White, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts Queen Matharisa and the back, a triton. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 1 SP.

910: This is a large, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Ramonisa the Black, the former ruler of a distant land. 
The face depicts a temple and the back, a sun. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 1 SP.

911: This is a small, octagonal platinum coin, set with 2 small opals,. It was minted during the reign of Miverric the 
Magnificent, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Miverric and the back, a fish. It is worth 314 GP. It is
a rare coin, worth as much as 1570 GP to certain collectors.

912: This is a medium-sized, round platinum coin. It was minted during the reign of Ramasa the Grim, the former 
ruler of a lost kingdom. The face depicts a national emblem and the back, a falcon. It is worth 20 GP.

913: This is a small, shield-shaped silver coin. It is from the reign of Ramrask the Black, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Ramrask and the back, Queen Consort Valphorethisa. It is worth 6 CP.

914: This is a small, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Daarretha the Unready, the former ruler of an ancient 
kingdom. The face depicts Queen Daarretha and the back, Prince Consort Damarkos. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 7 CP.

915: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Deaskia the Beautiful, a former ruler of this
country. The face depicts Queen Deaskia and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 5 SP.

916: This is a large, round copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Minaricia the Grim, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Prince Consort Miric and the back, a cockatrice. It is worth 2 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as 
much as 1 GP to certain collectors.

917: This is a small, triangular electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Armonia VI, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts a mythical hero and the back, a dragon. It is worth 2 SP.



918: This is a small, hexagonal silver coin. It is from the reign of Marraskia the Beautiful, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a horse and the back, a pine tree. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 
4 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 10 GP to certain collectors.

919: This is a tiny, wedge-shaped silver coin. It is from the reign of Raderic the Terrible, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts Queen Consort Ankisa and the back, a crown. It was minted at a time when coins were 
heavily debased. It is worth 3 CP.

920: This is a medium-sized, star-shaped iron coin. It dates to the reign of Deraskisa the Wise, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Deraskisa and the back, a cockatrice. It is worth 2 CP. Possessing this coin is a 
crime in some places..

921: This is a small, round iron coin. It dates to the reign of Artac the Lawgiver, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts Queen Consort Kathasia and the back, a mythical hero. It is worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, 
worth as much as 7 GP to certain collectors.

922: This is a large, round gold coin. It is from the reign of Anarrask the Bald, a former ruler of this country. The face 
depicts King Anarrask and the back, Queen Consort Danarrenia. It is worth 2 GP. It is 170% more valuable to 
residents of that kingdom because Anarrask is considered a legendary hero there.

923: This is a huge, round electrum coin. It is from the reign of Tathasia the Terrible, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts Queen Tathasia and the back, Prince Consort Marask. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 2 GP.

924: This is a large, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Karrask the Bald, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts Queen Consort Arthasia and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 8 SP.

925: This is a tiny, round mithril coin, set with 8 small amethysts,. It dates to the reign of Karmasia the Red, the 
former ruler of an ancient kingdom. The face depicts Queen Karmasia and the back, a deity. It is very worn, which 
greatly reduces its value. It is worth 223 GP.

926: This is a small, square silver coin. It dates to the reign of Damarthas the Black, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts King Damarthas and the back, a deity. It is worth 7 CP. It is a rare coin, worth 
as much as 2 GP to certain collectors.

927: This is a large, square silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Armon XI, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts King Armon and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 2 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as 
much as 8 GP to certain collectors.

928: This is a small, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Danathasa the Terrible, the former ruler of a distant 
land. The face depicts a dragon and the back, a monkey. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is worth 1
CP. In addition, it is a rare coin, worth as much as 10 GP to certain collectors.

929: This is a small, hexagonal bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Dethara VIII, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Dethara and the back, a monkey. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It 
is worth 1 CP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

930: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Ornakisia the Ambitious, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts a sun and the back, a winged horse. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is 
worth 8 CP.

931: This is a small, 11-sided bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Tararen the Valiant, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts King Tararen and the back, a cockatrice. It is worth 1 CP.



932: This is a tiny, round gold coin with a round hole in the center. It was minted during the reign of Karmon the 
Terrible, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Karmon and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It is 
worth 3 SP.

933: This is a small, half-circular gold coin. It dates to the reign of Ramdakis VII, the former ruler of a lost kingdom. 
The face depicts King Ramdakis and the back, Queen Consort Orthrarosia. It is worth 7 SP.

934: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Amverkisia the Great, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts Queen Amverkisia and the back, Prince Consort Mamardatac. It is worn, which reduces 
its value somewhat. It is worth 2 SP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

935: This is a huge, round bronze coin. It is from the reign of Kaphomas the Mad, the former ruler of a distant land. 
The face depicts King Kaphomas and the back, a national emblem. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It
is worth 3 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 2 GP to certain collectors.

936: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Deren the Unready, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts King Deren and the back, Queen Consort Amriveraskia. It is worn, which 
reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 1 CP.

937: This is a tiny, hexagonal iron coin. It was minted during the reign of Kardirask the Handsome, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts King Kardirask and the back, Queen Consort Kakosia. It is worth 1 CP.

938: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Amric the Lawgiver, a former ruler 
of this country. The face depicts King Amric and the back, Queen Consort Kathara. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 1 CP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

939: This is a huge, oval gold coin. It is from the reign of Valphoraskisa the Victorious, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Prince Consort Mardaritac and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It is worth 3 GP.

940: This is a medium-sized, round mithril coin. It was minted during the reign of Dendathasisa the Beautiful, the 
former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts Prince Consort Danathar and the back, a deity. It is very 
worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is worth 22 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 132 GP to certain 
collectors.

941: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Daverrask the Fat, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts a snake and the back, a triton. It is worth 1 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 3 
GP to certain collectors.

942: This is a tiny, round gold coin. It dates to the reign of Valraskia the Wise, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts Queen Valraskia and the back, Prince Consort Ankos. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 2 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 8 GP to certain collectors.

943: This is a huge, round gold coin. It dates to the reign of Orphothar the Valiant, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts a sun and the back, a warhammer. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is worth 2 GP. It is 
20% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Orphothar is considered a legendary hero there.

944: This is a small, round bronze coin. It was minted during the reign of Takos the Younger, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Takos and the back, Queen Consort Amrarosisa. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 1 CP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

945: This is a large, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Rakos the Confessor, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts a crown and the back, a banner. It is worth 8 SP.

946: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin. It is from the reign of Denanakos the Black, a former ruler of this 



country. The face depicts King Denanakos and the back, a bat. It was minted at a time when coins were heavily 
debased. It is worth 4 SP.

947: This is a large, round bronze coin. It is from the reign of Alros the Great, a former ruler of this country. The face 
depicts Queen Consort Ammasia and the back, a centaur. It is worth 2 CP.

948: This is a small, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Miderkis IV, the former ruler of an ancient 
kingdom. The face depicts King Miderkis and the back, a mythical hero. It is worth 5 SP. It is a rare coin, worth as 
much as 5 GP to certain collectors.

949: This is a small, round iron coin. It dates to the reign of Kararosia VIII, the former ruler of a neighboring country. 
The face depicts Queen Kararosia and the back, a national emblem. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It
is worth 1 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 6 GP to certain collectors.

950: This is a small, round bronze coin. It is from the reign of Takisia the Righteous, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts Queen Takisia and the back, a gryphon. It is worth 1 CP.

951: This is a large, shield-shaped silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Alrethisa the Great, the former ruler 
of a distant land. The face depicts Queen Alrethisa and the back, Prince Consort Midikis. It is worn, which reduces 
its value somewhat. It is worth 1 SP.

952: This is a huge, octagonal copper coin with a round hole in the center. It dates to the reign of Marthasisa the 
Ambitious, the former ruler of a lost kingdom. The face depicts Prince Consort Denarask and the back, a snake. It is 
worth 6 CP.

953: This is a large, crescent-shaped adamantium coin. It is from the reign of Madenarkosa the Terrible, the former 
ruler of a distant land. The face depicts Prince Consort Deric and the back, a falcon. It is very worn, which greatly 
reduces its value. It is worth 11 GP.

954: This is a small, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Rathrathar the Conqueror, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts King Rathrathar and the back, Queen Consort Ordeaska. It is worth 7 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as
much as 4 GP to certain collectors.

955: This is a medium-sized, square silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Anmarricisa the Lawgiver, a former
ruler of this country. The face depicts Queen Anmarricisa and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It is worth 1 SP.

956: This is a small, round adamantium coin. It was minted during the reign of Valvernarthasia the Righteous, a 
former ruler of this country. The face depicts Prince Consort Daarkos and the back, a sun. It is worth 13 GP.

957: This is a tiny, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Mathramaros IV, the former ruler of a lost kingdom. The 
face depicts a sun and the back, a crocodile. It is worth 7 CP. It is a magical coin, answering one yes/no question a 
day when flipped.

958: This is a medium-sized, triangular electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Marmarmathasia the Valiant, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts Queen Marmarmathasia and the back, a crown. It is worn, which reduces its 
value somewhat. It is worth 2 SP.

959: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin. It is from the reign of Dephoarask the Younger, a former ruler of this
country. The face depicts King Dephoarask and the back, a banner. It is worth 1 CP.

960: This is a tiny, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Mamon the Valiant, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts King Mamon and the back, a crown. It is worth 2 SP.

961: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Mitharisa the Brave, a former ruler of this 



country. The face depicts a sun and the back, a triton. It is worth 5 SP.

962: This is a small, round bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Orkos the Cruel, the former ruler of a lost kingdom. 
The face depicts a sword and the back, a national emblem. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its value. It is 
worth 1 CP. It is 160% more valuable to residents of that kingdom because Orkos is a legendary hero there.

963: This is a medium-sized, triangular platinum coin. It is from the reign of Arnarask the Grim, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts Queen Consort Ammarraskia and the back, a sun. It is worth 7 GP.

964: This is a small, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Karmas the Great, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts King Karmas and the back, a crown. It is worth 7 CP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

965: This is a small, round electrum coin. It was minted during the reign of Tadarena VII, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Prince Consort Dakis and the back, a mythical hero. It is worth 3 SP. It is a 
rare coin, worth as much as 3 GP to certain collectors.

966: This is a medium-sized, round silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Takis the Brave, a former ruler of 
this country. The face depicts King Takis and the back, Queen Consort Kakosia. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 8 CP.

967: This is a large, round copper coin. It is from the reign of Kardakosa the Conqueror, the former ruler of a distant 
land. The face depicts Prince Consort Orren and the back, a bull. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is 
worth 1 CP.

968: This is a large, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Ortacia the Just, the former ruler of a lost kingdom. 
The face depicts Queen Ortacia and the back, a sun. It is worth 3 CP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 8 GP to 
certain collectors.

969: This is a tiny, hexagonal gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Karicia the Victorious, the former ruler of an
ancient kingdom. The face depicts Queen Karicia and the back, a horse. It is very worn, which greatly reduces its 
value. It is worth 3 SP.

970: This is a medium-sized, 14-sided bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Ramtac the Fat, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts King Ramtac and the back, a heraldic coat of arms. It is worth 1 CP.

971: This is a medium-sized, round platinum coin. It was minted during the reign of Minarmartac the Great, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts King Minarmartac and the back, a national emblem. It is worn, which reduces 
its value somewhat. It is worth 8 GP.

972: This is a large, half-circular gold coin with a round hole in the center. It is from the reign of Amdimasa the 
Righteous, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts Queen Amdimasa and the back, Prince Consort Karamas.
It was minted at a time when coins were heavily debased. It is worth 2 SP.

973: This is a medium-sized, octagonal copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Marrask the Bastard, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts King Marrask and the back, a tower. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 1 CP.

974: This is a huge, round gold coin. It dates to the reign of Valrosia the White, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts Queen Valrosia and the back, a mythical hero. It is worth 3 GP.

975: This is a large, octagonal gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Almaren the Just, the former ruler of a lost
kingdom. The face depicts King Almaren and the back, Queen Consort Anmonia. It is worth 3 GP.

976: This is a large, round copper coin. It is from the reign of Tadaricia the Righteous, a former ruler of this country. 



The face depicts Queen Tadaricia and the back, Prince Consort Arask. It is worth 2 CP.

977: This is a huge, wedge-shaped silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Alverren the Conqueror, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts King Alverren and the back, a snake. It is worth 2 SP.

978: This is a small, triangular adamantium coin. It was minted during the reign of Alnardatharia the Red, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts Queen Alnardatharia and the back, Prince Consort Madithas. It is worth 9 GP.

979: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin with an octagonal hole in the center. It was minted during the reign 
of Takosa III, the former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Takosa and the back, a gryphon. It is
worth 2 CP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

980: This is a huge, round silver coin. It is from the reign of Tathas the Red, the former ruler of a distant land. The 
face depicts a wolf and the back, a mythical hero. It is worth 3 SP.

981: This is a large, round gold coin. It was minted during the reign of Kakosa the Elder, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts Queen Kakosa and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 3 GP. Possessing this coin is 
a crime in some places..

982: This is a medium-sized, round gold coin. It is from the reign of Marreth the White, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts a lion and the back, a triton. It is worth 1 GP. It is a rare coin, worth as much as 9 GP to certain 
collectors.

983: This is a small, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Radermon the Handsome, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts King Radermon and the back, Queen Consort Marmona. It is worth 1 CP.

984: This is a medium-sized, hexagonal silver coin. It was minted during the reign of Alarren the White, a former 
ruler of this country. The face depicts King Alarren and the back, Queen Consort Ranatharia. It is worn, which 
reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 7 CP.

985: This is a medium-sized, wedge-shaped mithril coin. It is from the reign of Alkisa III, the former ruler of a 
neighboring country. The face depicts Queen Alkisa and the back, a national emblem. It is worth 22 GP. It is a rare 
coin, worth as much as 88 GP to certain collectors.

986: This is a medium-sized, round platinum coin. It is from the reign of Ordakos the Terrible, the former ruler of a 
distant land. The face depicts a mythical hero and the back, a scenic landscape. It appears to be worth 10 GP. it is a 
rare coin, worth as much as 100 GP to certain collectors. Unfortunately, it is only a good counterfeit, 20% likely to be
spotted.

987: This is a medium-sized, round bronze coin with an octagonal hole in the center. It was minted during the reign 
of Kamaric the Unready, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts a crown and the back, a dragon. It is worth 2
CP.

988: This is a small, half-circular silver coin. It dates to the reign of Ramrask the Valiant, the former ruler of a distant 
land. The face depicts King Ramrask and the back, Queen Consort Orrosisa. It is worth 3 CP.

989: This is a small, round copper coin. It was minted during the reign of Valtaca the Lawgiver, a former ruler of this 
country. The face depicts Queen Valtaca and the back, a gryphon. It is worth 1 CP.

990: This is a small, hexagonal bronze coin. It dates to the reign of Kadithara the Lawgiver, the former ruler of a lost 
kingdom. The face depicts Prince Consort Ardermon and the back, a centaur. It is worn, which reduces its value 
somewhat. It is worth 1 CP. Possessing this coin is a crime in some places..

991: This is a medium-sized, round copper coin with an octagonal hole in the center. It is from the reign of Marmon 



the Black, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts King Marmon and the back, a boar. It is worth 1 CP. It is a 
rare coin, worth as much as 2 GP to certain collectors.

992: This is a large, round iron coin. It dates to the reign of Miarmonisa the Grim, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts Queen Miarmonisa and the back, a crown. It is worth 3 CP.

993: This is a small, triangular mithril coin. It dates to the reign of Artac the Bastard, the former ruler of an ancient 
kingdom. The face depicts a sun and the back, an oak tree. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 
15 GP.

994: This is a large, oval copper coin with a round hole in the center. It was minted during the reign of Anrica the 
White, a former ruler of this country. The face depicts Queen Anrica and the back, an unicorn. It is worth 2 CP.

995: This is a tiny, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Ormamas the Brave, the former ruler of an ancient 
kingdom. The face depicts King Ormamas and the back, a crocodile. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It
is worth 4 CP.

996: This is a small, round silver coin. It dates to the reign of Minarritacisa IV, the former ruler of a neighboring 
country. The face depicts Queen Minarritacisa and the back, a crown. It is worth 7 CP.

997: This is a large, round copper coin. It dates to the reign of Arnarmon the Lawgiver, a former ruler of this country. 
The face depicts King Arnarmon and the back, a trefoil. It is worth 2 CP. In addition, it is 160% more valuable to 
residents of that kingdom because Arnarmon is considered a legendary hero there.

998: This is a medium-sized, round electrum coin. It dates to the reign of Althar the Elder, the former ruler of an 
ancient kingdom. The face depicts Queen Consort Artharia and the back, a dog. It is worth 8 SP.

999: This is a small, round silver coin with a star-shaped hole in the center. It dates to the reign of Ankisia the 
Magnificent, the former ruler of a neighboring country. The face depicts a crocodile and the back, a national emblem.
It is worth 7 CP.

1000: This is a tiny, oval iron coin. It dates to the reign of Ordadeask the Grim, the former ruler of a distant land. The 
face depicts King Ordadeask and the back, Queen Consort Mimasisa. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. 
It is worth 1 CP.

1001: This is a huge, round copper coin. It is from the reign of Ardemon the Fat, a former ruler of this country. The 
face depicts King Ardemon and the back, a sun. It is worn, which reduces its value somewhat. It is worth 2 CP. In 
addition, it is a rare coin, worth as much as 8 GP to certain collectors. 
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